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one's soul. And that is the kind of sults. His reply was characteristic of
work that tells. We may stand a bit in the man: "A grade sire adds a fourth
awe
of what the leaders are 4u'ag· more uncertainty. He ia only a half
Figures they give out may stupefy and blood, and that half may be made up of
discourage us; but the figures we make two or more breed influences. He can
add only a fourth of his good blood and
ourselves count for something and in
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still carries a fourth more of his comspire
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How shall we begin? With a few of mon blood to the common blood of tbe
tbe common, everyday dairy utensils. 'grades' which I already have and wish
First, a pair of scales, then a Babcjck to improve. It's breeding down hill all
test, a reliable separator, a good churn the time with a grade sire. Tou are
and a pencil and paper. With these diffusing all the time the percentage of
keep a record of what each cow i^doing good blood you happen to bave already,
and all the more so when your grade is
and act accordingly.
Do this and every dairyman in this a mixture of breeds, however good, for
country will to-morrow have his better mixed pure bloods lend very little to
cow.—Edgar L. Vincent iu Maine Farm- the sum of betterment, and are quite as
er.
likely to breed back for generations and
give you a 'speckled bird1 as to show a
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Here was a dairy sermon id une uundred words. So long as à grade is used
in an uncertainty
as sire you are mixing
that is forever cropping out in an undesirable form or function. I aaked
wuat the result was when pure bred*
were used each generation on the high
grades. "You can never depend upon
South Paris, Maine.
their breeding true so long as there is a
drop of common blood in a cow or sire,"
he said. "There is a constant 'taking
back1 which confuses the man who is
ν
trying to make all poseible out of bis
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herd. Just contrast the breeding of my
herds of common stock twenty years
ago with this herd now of pure breds.
Think back to the proceeds of my dairy
then in milk and sale of surplus stock
with what 1 am doing now and getting
.« tuickly absorbed.
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Farming is a business. Science is reputed to be grades give no greater
LÎ Brothers, Γ>»> Wurreu Stm t, New York.
greatly aiding it through the instru- returns as dairies or in price of stock?—
mentalities named; but a farm can no John Gould in Tribune Farmer.
E. W. (
more be successfully run on a knowledge
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alone of the sciences involved than couid
It appears to be a prevalent idea with
a cotton-mill without a superintendent.
A kuowledge of the business manage- poultrymen that each breed of fowls
ment of farming is quite as important as should be kept separate in order to get
I
will furnUli IXH>RS and WINDOWS of any a kuowledge of the sciences iuvo.ved. the best results.
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S lie or Style at reaeonable price·.
So farm cau be made a successful eater- breed is not usually favored. For many
prise without careful and intelligent years we kept only the pure-bred Whitea
without
management of its business relations. Plymouth Kucks, in-bred
Scientific knowledge does not include change—perhaps for a dozen years, or
all rtquireuienttt necessary to success in until they did not pay in eggs for the
1 r tn want of
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food they consumed. Although welle work, aend In your order·.
carrying on a farm.
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farm mauagemcut as concentrated into a of chickens ever hovered by a pure
business. In such case the best course white ben. Among them there was an
is to take a poet graduate training for a occasional white chick, but the larger
of years with a farmer who is part were streaked, strped and speckMy houae on Skillinge Avenue fo South couple
double-teneiueiit, carrying ou his farm in a successful led, with some as black as crows. For
ϊ trie.
Two atory,
farm maaage- onoe, after many years' experience in
iw.1t· room·, two Iota, large atable, hen manper. Nowhere cau
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So much is being said and written
about science in farming that one might
reasonably conclude that a knowledge
of the sciences is ail that is required to
make farming successful. The agricultural papers (at least many of them.) the
schools, stations, colleges, and even the
government through its department of
agriculture bave so much to say about
it, and put their work in such a light,
that beginners, outside people, students,
and residents of the town having a longing for open air life, are led to conclude
that all is needed to make the farm a
royal success is to call in a tile of bulletins, hear some of the institute lecturers,
and perhaps attend the short course at
the colleges, and then take borne t îese
new ideas to the old farm, or buy a new
one, get some litmus paper of the druggist and test the acidity of the soil, and
then go to making the money so easily
insight. Is it strange to an old duffer
on the farm that there are disappointments and wrecks along the way made
so plain, so easy, so inviting by these
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pimping one among them, and
length went into winter quarters,
and in early spring commenced laying,
Department and for two seasons have kept it up.

Seed Improvement Association.
Augusta, Maine, Jan. 8, 1910.

Farmenter, Norway, Maine.

Easter» Steamship Company.

We have never had so many eggs from
the same number of hens as for the
the selection, breeding and dissémina past two summers, which here have
tion of superior strains of seeds, is being brought prices that have made keeping
received with general favor.
poultry for the sale of eggs very profitIt is a line of work that should have able. During some part of the past two
been undertaken before. It bas now summers these fowls have been confined
been authorized by the legislature and to a roomy yard and fed on various
has kinds of
the Commissioner of Agriculture
grain, with a trough of butterbeeu directed to undertake it. It will factory milk always before them, and
receive hearty co-operative assistance occasionally given an hour's liberty late
from the Maine Agricultural Experi- in the afternoon for exercise and a range
over the farm to secure the elements
ment Station and Agricultural College.
im- not found in their quarters, but which
I believe the farmers appreciate its
to egg production.
portance and value to the agricultuaal were necessary
We are now sorting out the*colored
interests and that many are now ready
fowls for family use, and have a respectto take bold and push the work faithful
able looking flock of fowls, all of which
iy and persistently.
of course,
It is thought best to adopt a plan are nearly white, but which,
similar to that followed by Wisconsin retain a measure of foreign blood.—A.
and other states where it has been car- C. B. in Country Gentleman.
ried on so successfully, hence an associaA 900 Acre Farm.
tion will be organized with necessary
of
Few people outside of Bridgewater
by-laws and officers. The expense
membership will be merely nominal. know there is a nine hundred acre farm
The dues in the Wisconsin association in that town, and not every one there
are only 50 cents a year.
knows it H. G. Morse returned from
The work for the tiret year would cer- a trip to the west four years ago filled
oats.
and
with western grit and ideas. He went
tainly include corn, potatoes
It has beeu decided to hold the meet- out back of Bridgewater Centre two
miles and bought 900 acres of as pretty
ing for organizing jthe above association
in the city of Waterville, the 25th of the land as ever was made and went to work.
be
present month. The meeting will in In the four years he has cleared 400
two thousand
held in the City Government Rooms
acres, taking off about
City Hall at 10 o'clock in the forenoon. cords of wood eaoh year for whiob there
This will allow ample time for anyone was a ready sale at the tannery, sohool
the»
arriving on the morning trains from
houses» business place· and reaidenoes.
the
"Wood
different parts of the state to reach
So far as we know Morse is the
the
of
he will
This
year
Aroostook.
hall in season for the opening
of
King"
•ell over 2000 oorda. Hie crop· this year
meeting.
Lkon S. Mkbhili.,
consisted of six thousand bushel· oats,
Dairy Instructor.
twelve hundred buahel· of bookwheat,

and
I kept close watch of my Hock,
first after
the hens that began to lay
From
Π rat CI a·· Fare fl.OO.
molting I put into separate pens.
for hatch•UUrtaau tl.OO.
these pens 1 gathered my eggs
I have wonderfully
Turbine Steal Steamer CAMDEN and ing, and by so doing
of my
Steel steamer GOVERNOR DINGLE Y Improved the laying qualities
has also been the
leave Franklin Wharf, Portland, week dock. This mating
with stionger
means of rearing birds
for Boatoo.
daya at 7 r.
constitutions—more hardy and rigorous.
naturxiing
—Farm Journal.
Leave Union Wharf, Boston, week
days at 7 p. m., for Portland.
Ventilation that comes in e?erywhere
Through ticketa on aale at principal through the cracks is not ventilation at
and down the
railroad atatiooa.
all; it is cold shivers up
Don't let
back and lota of diaoomfort.
Freight rate· aa low aa other line·.
home·.—Farm
it be that way in your
J. F. L1SC0MB, General Agent,
Journal.
Portland, Ma.
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of Agriculture by which the work of
improving the crops of the state through J
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twenty-four hundred barrel· potatoes
and one hundred and fifty tons of hay.
This is certainly farming on a big soale.

By Louis Joseph Vance

l^opyrigKl.

(CONTIlTUED.l
The liausoui was traversing a etreet
in Old Brorapton, a quaint, prim byway liued with dwellings singularly
He
old worldish even for London.
seemed to know it subjectively, to
have retained a memory of it from another existence.
Calendar's cab was drawing perilously near, and he was debating
wJiether or not they ehould alight at
once and try to make a better pace
afoot when the decision was taken

wholly out of his hands.
Blindly staggering on, wilted with
weariness, the horse stumbled in the

shafts and plunged forward on its
knees. Quick as the driver was to pull
It up. with a cruel Jerk of the bits,
was
Kirkwood
caught unprepared.
Lurching against the dashboard, he
lost his footing, grasped frantically at
the unstable air and went over, bringing up in a sitting position in the gutter with a solid shock that Jarred his

very teeth.
For a moment dazed, he sat there
blinking. By the time he got to his
feet the girl stood beside him, questioning hint with keen solicitude.
"No," he gasped, "not hurt—only
surprised. Walt."
Their cab had come to a complete
Calendar's was no more
standstill.
than twenty yards behind, and as
Kirkwood caught sight of him the fat
adventurer was in the act of lifting
himself ponderously out of the seat.
Incontinently the yoftng man turned
to the girl aud forced the traveling bag
into her hands.
"Run for it!" he begged her. "Don't

argue.
promised—run!
stop
i'll cume..
"Philip!" she pleaded.
"Dorothy!" he cried in torment.
Perhaps it was his unquestionable
distress that weakened her. Suddenly
3he yielded, with whatever reason. He
was only hazily aware of the swish
of her skirts behind him. He had no
tliuu to look round and see that she
He had only eyes
got away safely.
and thoughts for Calendar and Stryker.
They were both afoot now aud runuing toward him, the one as awkward
You

the other, but uelther yielding a jot
He held
of their malignant purpose.
the picture of it oddly graphic in his
memory for many a day thereafter.
To this mental photograph another
succeeds of the same scene an Instant
later, all as it had been before, their
relative positions unchanged save that
Stryker aud Calendar had come to a
dead stop and that Kirkwood's right
arm was lifted aud extended, pointing
as

tbe captain.
So forgetful of self was he that It
required a moment's thought to cou·
viuce him that he was really responsible for the abrupt transformation. Incredulously he realized that he had
drawn Calendar's revolver and pulled
Stryker up short in mldstrlde by the
mute menace of It as much as by bis
ut

bourse cry of warning:
"Stryker. not another foot!"
With this there chimed in Dorothy's
voice, ringing bell clear from a little

distance:

"Philip!"

Like a flash be wheeled to add yet
another picture to his mental gallery.
I'erhaps twoscore feet up the sidewalk a gate stood open. Just outside
It a man of tall and slender figure, rigged out in a bizarre costume consist-

dressing
waiting In un
gown and slippers,
uttitude of singular impassivity. WitbVi it. pausing with a foot lifted to the
loorstep. bag in baud, her head turned
»s she looked back, was Dorothy.

ing mainly

As he

of

a

flowered

was

comprehended

these essential

details of tbe composition tbe man in
the flowered dressing gown raised a
hand, beckoning to him In a manner
as his accompanying
as imperative
words.

Klrkwood choked on a laugh that
half a sob. "Brentwick!" he cried,
restoring the weapon to his pocket and
was

ruuuiug toward his friend.
lappy incidents!"

f.assed

ing courtesy:

1908. by

to

or two
may presently be
which you would hardly carc
to hear."
KIrkwood lingered with his friend
Calendar, reupon the door stoop.
covered from his temporary consterna·
tlou, was already at the gate, bending
over It, fat fingers fumbling with the
latch, his round red face lifted to the
house, darkly working with chagrin.
From his threshold, watching him
with a slight contraction of the eyes.
Brentwlck hailed him in tones of cloy-

word

u

"Of all

"You may call It that." retorted tbe
1'lder man. with a fleeting smile, aa
Klrkwood slipped inside the dooryard.
"Come." he said; "let's get Into the

house."

"But you sald—I thought you went
,'n Munich." stammered Klrkwood. and
so
thoroughly impregnated was his
mind with this understanding that It
was hard for him to adjust his per-

ceptions to the truth.

"Do you wish to see me, sir?"
The fat adventurer faltered Just
within the gateway. Then, with truculent swagger. "I want my daughter!" he declared vociferously.
Brentwlck peered mildly over his
glasses, first at Calendar, then at Kirkwood. His glance lingered a moment
on the young man's honest eyes and

swung back to Calendar.
"My good man," he said, with sub
lime tolerance, "will you be pleased to
take yourself off—to the devil if you
like? Or shall I take the trouble to

Interest the police?"
He removed oue fine and fragile
hand from a pocket of the flowered
dressing gown long enough to Jerk il

significantly

toward the nearer street

corner.

Calendar glanced
Thunderstruck,
hastily In the Indicated direction. Λ
blue coated bobby was to be seen approaching with measured stride, dlf
fusing upon the still evening air ai;
Impression of Ineffably capable sel!

contentment.

Calendar's fleshy lips
closed without a sound.

parted

and

Ile bangei
the rs.ae behind blm and waddled of.
to join the captain, who already, with
praiseworthy native prudence, bad
fulien back upon their cab.
Sullenly extracting money from hl·
pocket, he paid off liis driver and I;
mo
company with Stryker trudged in
rose

silence down the street.

Brentwlck touched Ivirkwood's

arm

and drew him into the house.

CHAPTER XXIX.

Ivlrkwood
door closed
swung Impulsively to Brentwick with the brief, uneven
•
^ laugh of line drawn nerves.
"You
"Good <»od. sir!" he cried.
the

* S

/\
/%

don't know"—
"I can surmise," Interrupted the
elder man shrewdly.
"You turned up In the nick of time,
for all the world like"—
"Harlequin popping through a stage

trap?"

"No—an incarnation of the providence that watches over children and
fools."
Brentwlck dropped a calming hand
seems
upon his shoulder. "Your simile
singularly happy, Philip. Permit me
to suggest that you Join the child in
Ile laughed quietly, with
my study."
nod toward an open door at
a

slight

the end of the hallway. "For myself.
I'll be with you In one moment."
A faint. Indulgent smile lurking in
the shadow of his white mustache, he
watched the young man wheel and

"Young
dart through the doorway.
hearts!" be commented audibly and η
trace sadly. "Youth!"
Beyond the threshold of the study
KIrkwood

•

ilfe

1 4UO

paused,

eager eyes search#ΛΙ»

Ο

CI cm fit
«

Dorothy.
By the tireplace.

There alights α young gentlelooking, If you'll pardon me, uncommonly seedy. He Is followed by
a young lady. If she will pardon me,"
with another little bow, "uncommonly

horse.
man

pretty."

brentwlck removed his

glasses,

rub-

bed them aud blinked thoughtfully at
the girl. "My dear," be said suddenly,
with a peculiar tremor in his voice,
"you resemble your mother remarkably. Tut—I should know! Time was

when I was one of her most ardent
admirers."
"You—y-you knew my mother?" cried

Dorothy, profoundly moved.

"Did I not know you at sight? My
you are your mother reincarnate
for the good of an unworthy world.
She was a very beantlful woman, my
dear."
"But you will tell me"—
"A% number of interesting things,
Miss Calendar, if you'll be good enough
to let me choose the time. I beg you
to be patient with the idiosyncrasies ο1
an old man who means no harm, who
has a reputation as an eccentric to sus
tain before his servants. And now,"
said Brentwlck—"now, my dear boy,
for the adventure."
Kirkwood chuckled, infected by his
host's genial humor.
"How do you
know"—

dear,

"How can It be otherwise?" couu
tered Brentwlck, with a trace of asperity. "Am I to be denied my adventure? Sir, I refuse without equivocation.
Your very bearing breathes of
romance. There must be an adventure
forthcoming, Philip; otherwise my disappointment will be so acute that I
shall be regretfully obliged seriously
to consider my right as a householdet
to show you the door."
"But, Mr. Brentwlck"—
"Sit down, sir!" commanded Brentwlck, with such a peremptory note
that the young man, who had risen,
obeyed out of sheer surprise, upon
which his host advanced, Indicting
him with a long white forefinger.
"Would you, sir," he demanded, "again
expose this little lady to the machinations of that corpulent scoundrel whom
I have just bad the pleasure of shooing off my premises because you
choose to resent an old man's rail-

lery?"
"I apologize,"

Kirkwood humored
him.
"I accept the apology in the spirit
In which it is offered. I repeat, now
for the adventure, Philip. If the stoWe can conry's long, epitomize.
sider details more at our leisure."
Klrkwood's eyes consulted the girl's
Almost imperceptibly she nodface.
ded him permission to proceed.
"Briefly, then," he began haltingly,
"the man who followed us to the door
here Is Miss Calendar's father."
"Oh! His name, please?"
"George Burgoyne Calendar."
"Ah, an American! I remember now.

Continue, please."
"He Is hounding us. sir, with the intention of stealing some property,
which he caused to be stolen, which
we, to put it bluntly, stole from him.

to which he has no shadow of a title
and wbt«-h finally we're endeavoring
to return to Its owners."
"But why have /ou not caused his
arrest?" Brentwlck Inquired.
Kirkwood nodded meaningly toward
the girl. BrAitwlck mude a sound Incomprehension, a click of the

dicating

hrhind closed teeth.
u little to one side,
"We came to your door by the merest
she stood, one small foot resting on necident—it might as well have been
the brass tender, her figure merging another.
I understood you were In
Into the dusky background, ber dell llunich, and It never entered my head
cate beauty gaining an effect of elu- that we'll find you home."
sive and ethereal mystery In the wan
"A communication from my solicIng and waxing ruddy glow upflun»: itors detained ine." explained Brentfrom the bedded coals.
wick. "And, now, what do you intend
"Oh. Philip!" She turned swiftly to to do?"
Klrkwood with extended bands and a
"Trespass as far on your kindness as
low, broken cry. "I'm so glad."
permit. In the first place, 1-1
you'll
manner
A trace of hysteria in her
with
want the use of a few pounds
warned him, and he checked himself
which to cable some friends in New
tenupon the verge of a too dangerous
York for money, on receipt of which 1
derness. "There!" he said soothingly,
can repay you."
her hands rest gently In his

letting

tiininip

"Philip," observed Brentwood, "you
chair.
But 1 forare a most irritating child.

led her to a
"We can make ourselves easy now
She sat dowu, and he released her
hands with a reluetauce less evident
"If ever I say another
than actual.
word against my luck"—
"Who," Inquired the girl, lowering
her voice—"who is the gentleman in

palms

he

while

the flowered dressing down?"
"Brentwick-George Silvester Breul·
wick, an old friend. I've known him
for years, ever siuce I came abroad.
Curiously enough, however, this Is the
first time I've ever been here. I called

once, but he wasn't in-a few days ago
-the day we met. I thought the place
Vx>ked familiar. Stupid of me!"
"Philip." said the girl, with a grave
face, but a shaking voice, "it was"—
she laughed

provoklngly—"it

was

so

I don't know why I
ran when you told me to, but I did.
And while I ran I was conscious of
the front door here opening and this
tall man In the flowered dressing
as If
gowu coming dowu to the gate
it were the most ordinary thing lu
the world for him to stroll out dressed
And he
that way In the evening.
the gate and bowed and said,

funny. Philip.

opened
ever

so

pleasantly,

in, Miss Calendar?'

"

'Won't you conn·

"He did!" exclaimed Klrkwood. "But
how"—
"How can I say?" she expostulated
"At all events, he seemed to know me,
and when he added something about
calling you In, too—he said 'Mr. Klrkwood'—I didn't hesitate."
"It's strange enough, surely, and forBless his heart!" said Kirktunate.
wood.
And

give you the faults of youth. You may
proceed, bearing In mind, if you please,

that I am your friend equally with
any you may own in America."
"You're one of the best men In the
world," said Klrkwood.
"Tut, tut! Will you get on?"
I want you to help us to

"Secondly,

It is necesescape Calendar tonight.
should go to
Calendar
Miss
that
sary
Chiltern this evening, where she bus
friends who will recflve and protect
her."

"Min-m," grumbled their host, meditative. "My faith!" he commented,
with brightening eyes. "It sounds alAnd I've
most too good to be true!
been growing afraid that the world
was getting to be a most humdrum
and uninteresting planet. Miss Calen-

dar, I am a widower of so many years'
standing that I had almost forgotten
I had ever been anything but a bachI fear my house contaius little
elor.
that will be of serv'.ce to a young lady.
Yet a room Is r.t your disposal. The
parlor maid shall show you the way.
And, Philip, between you and me, I
venture to remark that hot water and

cold steel would add to the attractiveness of your personal appearance. My
valet will attend you in my room.
Dluner." concluded Brentwlck, with
relish, "will be served in

autlcipatlve
precisely thirty

minutes.

pect you to entertain

me

I shall exwith a full

and itemized account of every phase
of your astonishing adventure. Later
we will find a way to Chiltern."
Again he put a hand upon the bell
Simultaneously Dorothy and

Brentwick pull.

"Hum!" said Mr.
Klrkwood rose.
considerately, entering the study. He
"Mr. Brentwlck," said the girl, her
and
the
dressing
gown
discarded
had
eyes starred with tears of gratitude.
dress.
in
was now
evening
"I don't, 1 really don't know bow"Klrkwood turned.
The girl rose.
"My dear," said thé old geutieman,
"Mr. Brentwick"— he began.
will thank me most appropriately
"you
But Brentwick begged hie patience
to the best of your abilcontinuing,
by
with an eloquent gesture and rang the
ity, to resemble your mother more rebelL
markably every minute."
A soft footed butler, impassive as
"But I"- began Klrkwood.
the
in
Fate, materialized mysteriously
"You, my dear Philip, can thanlc me
doorway.
best by permitting me to enjoy myself,
"You rang, sir?" he interrupted frig- which I am
doing thoroughly at the
Idly.
moment. And," he added as a
present
"If any one should ask for me I'm maid
appeared at the door, "1 have alnot at home."
ready schemed me a scheme for the
sir."
"Very good,
discomfiture of our friends the enemy,

As long as they travΤlim» was notblug to be seen of
Aud bis motor cur.
"Romance!
whispered softly.
now," with a brisk change of tone as eled within the metropolitan limits, tlu'ir persecutors.
Five
Tlu· car continued to crawl.
he closed the study door—"now we are constrained to observe a decorous pace
ready for this interesting Mr. Cnlen In view of the prejudices of the coun- t.lnutes dragged tediously. Gradually
dar."
ty council, it was a matter of no diffi- I'icy drew abreast a tavern standing
dis- back a d Malice from the road. SlugA suspicion of moisture glimmered culty whatever to maintain bis
in his eyes. "Dorothy!'< be whispered tance. But once tbey had won through gishly the car rolled up before It atnl
huskily, and α little later, rising, be Shepherd's Gusb and, paced by huge tame to a dead and silent halt
double deck trolley trams, were dying Charles, the mechanician, jumping out,
proceeded to tbe telephone.
An hour and a balf later Kirkwocd. through Hammersmith on the Ux- ran hastily up the path toward the inn.
his self respect something restored by brldge road—once they had run through Iu the car Brentwlek turned again, his
that eyes curiously bright in the starlight,
a bath, a shave and a resumption of Acton and knew beyond dispute
clothes which had been hastily but now they were without the city bound- his forehead quaintly furrowed, his
busi- voice apologetic.
thoroughly cleansed and pressed by aries—then the complexion of the
"It may take a few minutes." he said
Brentwlek's valet bis confidence and ness was suddenly changed.
Not too soon for honest sport. Cal- undecidedly, plainly endeavoring to
courage mounting high under the combined Influence of generous wlue, sub- endar was to have (Kirkwood would cover up his own dark doubts. "My
stantial food, the presence of his have said In lurid American Idiom) a dear," to the girl, "if I have brought
The scattered trouble upon you In this wise I shall
heart's mistress and tbe admlration- run for his money.
which was unconcealed—of his friend, lights of Southall were winking out never earn my own forgiveness."
"As If you could be blamed!" protestbehind them before Brentwlck chose
concluded at the dinner table his n:ir
ed the girl. "You mustn't think of it
to give the word to the mechanician.
ration.
that way.
Fancy, what should we
"And that," he said, looking up from
have done without you?"
"I'm afraid 1 have been very clumsy." sighed Brentwlek, "clumsy and
Klrkwood, do you hear

his savory, "is about all."
"Bravo!" applauded Brentwick. eyes
shining wltii delight.
"AH," interposed Dorothy in warm
reproach, "but what he hasn't told"—
"Which, my dear. Is to be accounted
for wholly by a very creditable modesty rarely encountered in tbe young
It was, of
men of the present day.
course, altogether different with those
of my younger years. Yes, Wotton?"
Brentwick sat back in his chair, inclining an attentive ear to a communication murmured by the butler.
Coffee wue set before them by Wotton, the Impassive, Brentwick refusing
It, with a little sigh. "By the way,"
he said, "while you were prepnring
for dinner Wotton returned from his
constitutional with the news that, leaving the corpulent person on watch at
the corner, Captain Stryker had temporarily made himself scarce. However, we need feel no anxiety concerning bis whereabouts, for he reappeared in good time nnd a motor car, from
which It becomes evident that you
have not overrated their pertinacity.
The fiasco of the cab chase is not to

be re enactirf."
Resolutely the girl repressed a gasp
Kirkwood stared moodily
of dismay.
into bis cup.
"These men bore me fearfully," lie
commented at last.
"And so," continued Brentwick. "1
bethought me of a counterstroke. It
Is my good fortune to have a friend
whose \. iilrn It Is to support a touring
Accar chiefly in Innocuous idleness.
1 have telephoned him and

cordingly

iommandeered

the

use

of

this

ma-

chine-mechanician too. Though not a
betting man, I am willing to risk reckof my
lessly α few pence in support
contention that of the two, Captain

Stryker's

car

und ours, the latter will

the
prove considerably

more

speedy.

he coucluded,
thoughtfully lacing his long white Authe hazards of
gers, "that, avoiding
to
cab and railway carriage, we motor
being fine and the
the
"In short. I

suggest,"

night
Chlltern,
road, I am· told, exceptionally good.
Miss Dorothy, what do you think?"
Instinctively the girl looked to Kirktheir
wood, then shifted her glance to
"I think you are wonderfully
host.
thoughtful and kind," she said simply.

"Aud you, Philip?"
"It's an inspiration," tho younger
"I can't think of anyman declared.
them
thing better calculated to throw
off than to distance them by motor
It would be always possible to
car.
trace our journey by rail."

"Then," announced Brentwick, makIf
ing as if to rise, "we had best go.

neither my hearing nor uapium ouj·
ker'e car deceives ine, our flery chariot
Is pautlug at the door."
Λ little sobered from the confident
spirit of quiet gayety In which they
Not
had dined, they left the table.

their hearts either greatly
their ultimate triumph, but
of
they were allowing for the element
error so apt to set at naught human
calculations. Calendar himself had albeen proved fallible. Within the
that

in

questioned

ready

bounds of possibility
stumble might now be
When he let himself
their utter helplessness

their turn
imminent.

to

dwell upon It
to give Calen-

by commonplace methods
With another
Κ irk wood.
scoundrel it had been so simple a matter to put a period to his activities by
But he was her
a word to th·? police.
father. For that reason he must conin
tinually be spared. Even though,
desperate extremity, she should give
consent to the arrest <>f the adventurretaliation would follow swift and
dar pause

Impulsive.

anything?"

"Not yet, sir."

"Perhaps." suggested Brentwlek a
later—"perhaps we had better

little

It would
go up to the Inn.
be more cozy there, especially If the
petrol proves hard to obtain and we
have long to wait."
"I should like that," assented the

alight and

girl decidedly.

Ills
nodded
approval,
Klrkwood
<
opened the door and jumped ut to
assist her, then picked up the bag
and followed the pair. Brentwlek lending the way with I'orotby on Ills arm.

[to

Several

facturée, and several varieties are edible. the most Important of the latter
being Irish or earrugeen moss, used in
the preparation of Jellies—blancmange,

Mile after mile wan reeled ujf.
Quietly the latter threw In the clutch

and the girl were lirst
Jarred violently forward, then thrown
Shu caught his arm to
together.
steady herself. It seemed the most
natural
thing Imaginable that he
should take her hand and pass It benentb Ills arm. holding her s<>, his linBefore
gers closed above 1 er own.
they had recovered or had time to
catch their breath a mile of Middlesex

tilizing elements Allowing In cents a
for nitrogen. 'J ceins a pou'id
for phosphoric acid and I cents a
pound for potash-ami these are as
low prices as If Is possible to procure

pound

those materials In any form—a ton of
seaweed containing SO per cent water
is worth as a fertilizer $1.4'J a ton.New York Times.

rushing wind that buffeted tliolr faces

mile after mile was reeled off am!
the wide, darkling English countryside
opened out before them, sweet and

THE AMERICAN WOMAN.

«s

^

SrogaUn" Um S

Her Position Here and Its Influence In
the Old World.
There Is no doubt that the most Interesting thliiK to the Ε un |»·ιιιι who
lands ou the northern shore* or the

In the

and glide doum Inlo
eyes who»·

rrrramfS
seemed to incite blm to tb.
madness which be bad bade blmse
stars

resist with all bis strength.
He shook bis bead as If to sa..
••Time cannot catch us.
hour was not yet. Time enough

^Iis

1
think of love and inanl«ige (·'
ho were capable of conseruth e though'
other subject)—tluie enough l"

son.

new world Is the American woman
that happj. victorious heroiue of mod·
ern feminlnlsni who has discovered
how to extract from the new condition
of woman all the advantages with almost none of the Inconveniences; that
being who has known how to assume
the masculinity In all that regards independence and liberty of action and
remain feminine In grace, charm and
altruism; that American beauty, that

American genius, whose wonders are
and felt in all the American and
European reviews, whose writers declare her to be engaged almost eu·
tirely lu severe study, lu masculine

ÛÛSÏ

seen

work. s|M>rt and similnr occupations.
The
Europe, moreover, is right.
American woman Is not onlj one of
the most interesting phenomena of

to bis
conceive of no" baser treaeberyhimself

North America, but is nlso the pheof the new world that might
have the greatest and gravest effect^

souft desire than to advautage

nomenon

the old. shaking on thelt
tlons the essential principles of our female instruction and training, overthrowing the society of the old conti-

,

on

-

thoughts.

nent or continents, which rest to a
greater extent than Is realized on the
antique functions of woman in the
family and In society.-tilna Lombroso
Ferrero In Putnam's Magazine.

sAi -vrrs
*
III something Its.
rouse I
Of this Wild driving Klrkwood mused
out of His reverie sufflclently to be

THE RACE FOR RICHES.

Before the door η motor car waited,
sensible tbat
c
engines humming Impatiently, mechaslackening. Incouereui
nician ready In his seat, an uncouth
^
sentences,
shape in goggles and leather garments
and the
the
under
oilskins
like
shone
that
were tlung back past bis
me°
street lights.
the 'rushing wind. Shielding
smaller
a
and
At one corner another
be could see dimly that the
like
car stood in waiting. Its lamps
was tinkering (appa entbaleful eyes glaring through the night.
lv) with the driving gear. Then t,ne r
In the shadows across the way a
to a ..
be- pace continuing steadily
lengthy shadow lurked—Stryker,
at the man
Otherwise heard Brentwlck fling
reasonable
question.
yond
that sharp toned and querulously 4mpatlent
the street was deserted. Not even
H's
<
adventitious bobby of the early even- auestlon, "What Is the trouble
reply came In a single word, not dlv
ing was now In evidence.
Dorothy presently joining them,
sat up, opening her ejes,
rtrentwlck led the way to the door.
Klrkwood to the right, Brentwlck to
the left of Dorothy, the former carrying the treasure bag, they hastened
down the walk and through the gate

jto
^^^rentwlck
PhTnlrTn
Jv
hls^eyes

I·

•sas ^'"r^v°îbêta«-

s^rrrsrdee,,

C°°Trouble."

he announced suiiertlu"I f°ftr we have t)luIK,om*·
Is U?" asked Dorothy In a

•'•What
lunged forward nervously.
Brentwjck, taking the front seat beto be running low
side the mechanician, left the tonneau
As the Cbarles bere"-be referred to tbc
to Klrkwood and Dorothy.
American slammed the door the car mechanician—"says the
of leaking. We'll go on as best we can
swept smoothly out Into the middle
Fortunately
the way. while the pursuing car and try to find an Inn.
swerved in to the other curb, slowing most of the luus nowadays keep supof petrol for )»»< «*" «»"'
down to let Stryker Jump aboard.
Klrkwood put himself In the seat by geucles."
"
Vre we—do you think
the girl's side and for α few moments
••Oh. not not a bit of danger of thai;
was occupied with the arrangement of
the robes. Then, sitting back, be found returned Urentwlck hastily!
"And if you should see a pair of dl >· a scheme which we will discuss with
her eyes fixed upon him, pools of Inin
the
so
ha\e
of
her
reputable scoundrels skulking
shadow
Inferior
car
the
Is
In
a
the}
our dinner while the heathen rage and
scrutable night
very
neighborhood, one short and stout, tl.e imagine a vain thing in the outer dark- hat.
Charles says. « taut-uoth tag to
•nher· tall and evident I.ν u seafaring ness."
"You aren't afraid, Dorothy?"
compare with this. If'm no In er
:uau, let me know."
She answered quietly, "I am with mr there's the Crown and Miter jusi
Klrkwood would have lingered, but
"Thank you. sir." A moment later
We'll make It. 11" our tanks
«bead
of such inflexible temper was bis host you, Philip."
the front dour was haard to close.
he off again before they can make
that he bowed him Ibto the hands of
bow
little
a
with
turned
Brentwick
a manservant without permitting him
up half their loss."
CHAPTER XXX.
to the girl.
"My dear Miss Calendar." another word.
Dorothy looked anxiously to Kirk
hands
he said, ruliblug his thin, tine
* Τ α steady gait, now and again wood, her Hps forming an unuttered
"1 proa syllable," he Insisted.
"Not
i am old enough. 1 trust, to call y< v.
/\ checked In deference to the uuery—what did be think?
test 1 am devoured with curiosity, my
uch without offense—please be sei.i
Γ \ street traffic, Brentwlck's moworry. We'll haveno troudear boy, but 1 bave also bowels of
^ tor car rolled, with resonant
.•d."
When we are well on A
ble," be reassured her stoutly,
compassion.
"Would y« u mind telling us how yet.
the
down
of the engine,
chauffeur knows undoubtedly.
with our meal, when you are strength- humming
kuow"- begun Klrkwot.d anxiously.
swerved Into Warwick
ened with· food and drink, then you Cromwell road,
None the less he was moved to stand
It
"Not In the least, my dear Philip.
road and swung northward through
may begin. But now—Dickie," to the
op In tfte tonneau, conscious of the
1 possess an lma:;l
is simple enough.
BeBush.
to
Shepherd's
Ivenslugton
valet, "do your duty."
present of the traveling bag, snug beFrom ray bedroom window
nation.
car clung as If towHe beard the young man's footstops hind It Calendar's
tween his feet, as well as of the
on the floor above, I happen to behold
never gaindiminish on the stairway, and again ed by an luvlslble cable,
weight of Calendar's revolver in his
two cabs racing down the street, th.never
losing.
lug,
smiled
the·
indulgent, melancholy
poc ket, while be stared back along th·
The he
one doggedly pursuing the other.
without
be
reckoned
extent
To
some
"Youth Γ h#
smile of mellow years.
road.
foremost stops, perforce of a fagged
car

children If you are always hastening
about the world, far too preoccupied
to give them any serious thought or
to receive the pleasure which their
company could afford you?
And yet there Is one sole satisfacMillions
a satisfaction.
tion—If It
of your fellow countrymen and counall
believe beyond
will
trywomen
doubt that you are really happy ana
will envy you.-Munsey's Magazine.

'tS'S,

ϋΚ

Good Imagination.
Teddy, after having α drink of plain
Koda water, was asked how be liked 1L
"It
"Not very well." he replied.
tastes too much as though my foot had
gone asleop In my mouth."—Success
Magaiine.

„ote.tch«pwlthu»,hl»,dgb:^Tbnt
aùd

detained—by business,"
Next season ho will cut three hundred
sponded Brentwlck briefly. His gase,
and fifty tons of bay.
and wistful behind bis glasses,
Mr. Morse believe· in the Roosevelt weary
on tbe
a rested on the face of tbe girl
policy aa well a· western for he ha·
aud the faint,
robust family of fifteen, eight girls and threshold of his home,
When these boys grow up sensitive flush of ber face deepened,
seven boys.
and are turned loose on this nine hun- lie stopped and honored her wltb a
as
"I

was

re-

dred acre farm it will go on record
bow that, for all his fantastical attire,
the largest farm in the state.—Mars Hill would have graced a beau of an earlier
View.
decade "Will yoo be pleased to en"My
The era of big hogs aeema to be pass- ter?" be suggested punctiliously.
Hog· weighing from one house, such as It Is, Is quite at your
ing away.
And," be added, with a
hundred twenty-five to two hundred disposai
smooth small boned kindover bis shoulder, "I fancj that
pound·—the
glance
bring the moat money.

No Panic.
"We bad a bad Are scare in church

today."
"Good gracious! Was there

Q··Don't

S

Enjoyed

That Cannot B·
Worth the Price?

I am being shaved In the morning."
Is success really worth the price
when It must be paid for at sucl* a
rate? Of what use are mansions and
country houses and great estates if
one has no time to visit them and enWhy should one
Joy their beauty?
collect through agents the most exquisite works of art if he cannot find
more than a casual half hour In which
What are wife and
to view them?

tlTbe8glrl

ouslv

Wealth

The writer once inquired of a very
successful man:
"When do you ever get a ra.
time for your own self—to be youp^
self and to think your own thoughts?
Do you ever get a lime like that?"
The very successful man hesitated
for a moment and then replied:
"Why. yes. 1 get euch a time while

Mechanician

to the car.
The watcher across the way was
The other
moved to whistle shrilly.

very

ered. however. Is us«>d as a fertilizer,
and the average seaweed contains
large quantities of all the essential fer-

had dropped to the rear.
Not quite so far had they distanced
Calendar's trailing Nemesis »>f the four
glaring eyes. The pursuers put forth
At
a gallant effort to hold their place.
Intervals during the tlrst few minutes
heavy roaring and crashing could lie
heard behind them. Gradually It subsided, dying on the wings of the fr« e

adLtantrlse

dillesk.

Irish muss and some other sp<·. les.
parti -ulurly eel grass and Hat stalk rock
weed, have been found valuable us
cattle food. especially when milled to
destroy the rank taste ami niucd with
The eel grass and ro< k weed
meal.
compare favorably with bay as regards
the most important constituent -protein—containing ·ί.03 and S.2I per cent
respectively. They are deficient In fat.
but contain a large amount ot ash.
The great Imlk of the sea «veil gath-

pur.
Kirkwood

Once Kirkwood looked back.

or

highly thought of by Scotland, particularly when roasted by « rapping about
hot tongs, and kelp or tnngle.

road, its contented, silken bumming
passing iuto a sonorous and sustained

wonderful.

Instance—dulse

for

for the third speed—und the fourth.
The car leaped forward like a startled
The motor lilted merrily
race horse.
Into Its deep throated song of the open

of lier gratitude.
for they might not overlook <>r
the
been
had
hers
gIo::e the fact that
h finds responsible for the theft of the
waged
Jewels. Innocent though she had lieen Whatever the trend 01
ui
of her
that larceny, a catsIn

committing
guided by an Intelligence unscrupulous and malign, the law would
once
not hold her guiltless were she
brought within Its cognizance. n< r pos
slbly would the Ilallams, mother and

For

Varieties Are Valuable
Food Purposes.

Seaweed if not much to look at. but
seaweed does not depend so much upon
beauty us upon more substantial merit
to make Itself worthy of attention.
Various species of ft are used in manu-

sure,

paw

continued.]

SEAWEED.

maddened

ers.

he

a

panic?"

"Not to notice. The minister preached on the infernal regions."—New lork
Journal.

"That

Prodigal.

fellow seems to bo extrava-

gant."
"Hopelessly.

He spends bis own
money just as If It were the govern-

k

ment's."—Louisville Courier-Journal.
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West Par*·.
The officer· of Onward

j

Τj«4m

Lattllad
Uth, by D. D. P.
Π1Ε DOINGS OF THE WEEK IN ALL M. Mildred
Davl·, m follow·.
N. G.—Mre- Abbto *:
SECTIONS OF THE COUNTY.

f.·

*

Norway Lake.
Backfteld.
Janet
lie
M
Stephens ia in Boston again
Portof
Mr. and Mr·. Ε R. Josselyn
a while.
tor
Satnrhere
land were calling on friend·
to
Miss Sarah P. Newhall was called
oondition very satisfactory and the fol· lay, the 8th Inst.
to attend the funeralof
Newport,
Vt.f
been
hai
assisting
Lamb
Rev. F. M.
wife,
lowing board of direotora waa elected :
tier sister, Colonel J. M. Mansur'a
Mr. Howe· of Mexico in a seriee of.

I At the annual Bethel.
of the Bethel
I National Bank themeeting
caahler reported the
S. Hastings.
Seth Walker.
In Jordan.
N. F. Brown.

ΙμηΛιΒϊβτ·

Paris hill.
rim Baptist Church, Rev. G. W. T. Hill, pastor.
Preaching every Sunday at 10 .-46 a. m.
Sunday School at 12. 3a b bath evening terrloe
at 7 30.
Prayer Meeting Thursday evening at
? 30.
Covenant Meeting the laat Friday before
Ali
the ltt Sunday of the month at 2 30 P. M.
not otherwise connected are cordially Invited

^ÎSÏÏffiW
Chap.—Fanole J.

The direotora elected
officera:
Pre·., D. 8. Hasting*.
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SHARON ROBINSON.

PARTRIDGE

DISTRICT.

Pond Friday.

Roy Jackson has two hadlv injured
Mr. William Mason has sold his fancy
East Scmner, Jan. 12th, 1910.
white faced steers to Merton Warren of
"■
Oo Saturday, Jan. 8, 1910, occurred North Bucktield.
wedded
the
of
the fiftieth anniversary
Mrs. Lillie Mason is at work for Harlife of Sharon Robinson and wife of rington Mann of Norway.
ladies on Thursday a
East Sumner. Owing to the ill health
Mrs. Joe Croteau's father and mother,
The Young People s rh_jet|an Union
of Mrs Robinson, no formal observance Mr. and Mrs. Pomley, of Canada, are
^
will bave a social in
of the rare event was made, yet many visiting her.
even.ng, J<».
cards and letters of cheer aud congratuMr Κ 'bert Davis is hauling ice from Thursday
lation came in, besides things pleasing Fremont Field's ice pond.
Macduff ».»t >« 3»™Mr
to the palate as well as the eye were received and much appreciated.
Greenwood.
Among (he letters were tho»e of ExSad indeed was the last week's notice
Got. John D. Long, Rev. P. E. Miller,
Rev. S. C. Eaton, Dr. Ε. H. Andrews of of the death of William Cushman, forBrunswick, Henry D. aud "John" Irish merly of Hartford, although he has been
of Bucktleld. Mr. aud Mrs. Arthur Hall an invalid and suffered much from rheu"
of New Haven, Ct., Mrs. Linnie H. Pack- matism for several years. We were born
ard of Alhambra, California, and others. the same year and our homes were only
bwe
Many beautiful souvenir cards were re- about two miles apart, consequently
mention. were often together on public occasions, oew and meipeo»·
to
ceived, too numerous
several
(
Fancy boxes of choice confections from but never attended the same school. The She bad been
bet
Hon. W. H. Eastman and family and Mr. last interview with Mr. Cushman was
and Mrs. Arthur Hall of Connecticut, four years ago next autumn, at the house
for all of which the happy recipieuts of Dr. W. P. Bridgham. He was stopare truly grateful and appreciative.
ping with the doctor while his wife was
Union Grange, which met on that on a visit to friends in Portland and was daily on laying.
Fiehteen new books nave been pUrdate, seut in a résolu ion expressing! then so troubled with rheumatism as to
cheerful wishes and sympathy fur Mrs. make it difficult to get about. We talkRobinson in her illness, and the day was ed over matters new and old, and when
exceptionally pleasant within and with- informed that I had traveled from South
out, making the rare event very delight- Paris that day on foot, a distance of 10
ful. Had the parties concerned been in miles, and was then almost as good as
good health, doubtless the house would new, never suffered with rheumatism or
have been tilled with kiud friends to any kindred disease, he extended con- "Dead Witness,
««mractere. They
cheer and congratulate.
gratulations and said I ought to consider with a good
middle of next
"Sharon" and "llaunah," as they are myself a fortunate man. On comparing
«° "" >b' b'°M
familiarly called, stilt reside in the our ages it was found that we were both
ibe »nia*e »r« company.
pleasant house where they "set up born in 1S30, and only about three
m ,n
housekeeping" tifty year· ago, and months apart, and, as might be expected,
'» o—
which has been opeu to traveling men that fact did not cause us to think any
until within the past year, when ill the less of each other.
health compelled them to decline thia
Having noticed for a long while the
S. H
hospitality. Although each has passed people whose birth year was 1830, who is
keeping house for her wn
the seventy second milestone in life's might be called common and noted,
happy iourney, atill they delight in there have been quite a number of the
Οα account of the illoeee of Miss Ethel
young and lively company, and despite tormer, too many to particularize, our
of South Paru
the infirmities of age strive to keep at this moment only two are recalled, Crockett, Mies Sara Swett
Rob- Joseph Dunham of West Paris and our is supplying as assistant in the grammai
young in heart. "Slocum," as Mr.
inson is kuowu to the press, still wields humble st If. Of the late class, whose grade.
The Good Will Society met with Mrs
the pencil for tbree daily and five week- names occur at this momcut, having
afternoon.
ly Maine newspapers, and betides writes made no paper record, are James G. L. M. Mann last Wednesday
Miss Minnie Tibbets is at Dr. F. Ε
special articles in the summer seasou on Flla'tie, ex-President Arthur and Gen. O.
Maiue summer and sporting resorts, be- O. Howard, and by going into foreign Wheeler's.
D. G. M. Emerson G. Curtis and D. G
ing an enthusiastic admirer of Maine lands the late premier of Great Britain,
officen
scenery aud a tirro believer in Maine at- Lord Salisbury, Francis Joseph, King of M. William IJ. Lurvey, installing
Austria, and President Diaz of Mexico of I Ο. Ο. P., and D. D. P. Mrs. Eva
tractions and possibilities.
Swift and D. G. M. Mrs. Mildred Davis power.
"Uolden weddings" are extremely might be added.
loaded teams are now crossing
The writer can call to mind only
rare.
Only a few years ago there were five installing officers for the Rebekal theHeavily
Androscoggin river on the ice, and
to
inatal
Bethel
Jan.
went
to
the
viciniin
8,
well
known
to
the
of
that
women
still
other
lodge,
one
age,
living
couple
John Carleton, the ferryman, has moved
orders.
ty, who have passed their fiftieth wed- writer, only one of whom is now living, the officers of tbose
Miss Alice Maaon out of town for the winter.
wife
Mrs.
Olive
and
Β
widow
of
the
late
Alonzo
Maeon,
Levi
the
Swan,
Bryant
ding anniversary.
wen
West Sumner.
passed theirs a few years ago. The life formerly of Bryant's Pond, now of Port- and Miss Luella Bjothby of Bethel
of Mr. and Mrs. Robinson has not been a land. Thus it seems that the year 1830 guests of Rev. I. S. Macduff one day las
of Emery Ryerson's friends gave
Some
notable one beyond the ordinary. It was quite similar to any other for pro- week.
him a surprise party Thursday evening,
Mrs. P. A. Golderman of Mechani<
has been tilled with far more sunshine ducing noted and common people.
the occasion being bis twenty-fifth birthAnd here is the record of the persons Palls was the guest of Miss Delia Lam
than shadow, more pleasure than pain.
day. Refreshments were served and the
This honored couple have passed much who pasted away during the year 1009, last Monday.
guests left at a late hour, wishing him
at
was
Mechani*
Mann
W.
Emma
Mrs.
for
knew
whom
we
many happy
of their time together
personally:
many happy returns of the day.
week.
last
two
a
or
Palls
"deestrict
Ansel
Mrs.
A.
same
Mrs.
the
day
January.
Dudley,
years, attending
Mrs. Nancy J.
Tuttle, widow of
the
will
montt
Mrs.
Elva
Locke
MerEdward
Mrs.
select
C.
spend
and
singing
schools,
Herrick,
Libby,
skule," high
died very suddenly of
of January with relatives and friends in Richmond Tuttle,
ritt Parsons, Mrs. Thomas Ayer. (5).
and spelling schools, "paring bees" etc
The deceased
heart failure the 13 h.
united with the Congregational church
February. Hannibal Andrews, Minot Portland and Woodforde.
was 76 years old.
The social to have been held under tbi ,
together nearly tifty-two years ago, and Davis, Mrs. Wm. II. Cole. (3 )
Wesley Hammond and family are sufEliza Cum- auspices of the Y. P. C. U. Thursda;
Clinton Cole,
March.
in fact have traveled life's pleasant
fering with the mumps. At last
paths, baud in hand. Only one child mings, Alonzo C. Abbott, Orsamm Bart- evening, Jan. 20tb, is postponed. Palls I , accounts they were improving.
P. W. Caswell of Mechanic
was born to them, Mrs. Addie P., wife
lett, Mrs. Ezra Stephens. Perry FarringOra and Doris Field of North Paris are
ton, Mrs. George A. Wilson, Elijah S working for the Paris Manufacturai
of Ezra Keene.
taking lessons on the piano of Mrs. H. S.
Co. and boarding at J. H. Cole's.
In justice to many absent friends, it Berry, Mrs Clarrie Crawford. (9.)
Miss Mabel Kicker and Mrs. Samue I Robertson.
should be stated that no cards of invitaApril. Charles Dunham, Mrs. Cora
Ah Mrs. John Foster was driving across
Estes, Jr., went to Lewiston Saturday.
tion were seut out, as it was desired to Cummings, J. II. Barrows. (3)
Pleasant Pond she met Δ. D. Hazelton
to
ill
E.
L.
Thomas
Tebbeta.
occasion
owing
have the
Lurvey,
May.
quiet
driving a three-horse team loaded with
Bryant's Pond.
health. Many thanks are due for tokens (*·)
In some way the sled slued and
havi
, ice.
of
K.
The
Uniform
P.,
Rank,
June
of good will received.
(0)
struck Mrs. Foster's sleigh, breaking the
July. Anthony Berry ment, Andrew arranged to give a grand ball at th , whiffletree and
doing other slight
Here and There.
J. Ayer, Evangelino Small. (3 )
Opera House, Friday evening, March 4tb
! damage.
August. Mrs. Albion Cole, Jesse Music will be engaged either from Port
The joint installation* of Wm. A.
land or Lewiston.
Aod now it is the Fitzherbert estate io Felt. (2)
that was
The local dramatic club will soon an Barrows Post and W. R. Corps,
A.
Washington
Billings,
September.
Maine
people "may
". £ogland from which
to have been held Saturday, the 15th,
Seth Benson, Orlando Houghton, nounce the date on which they wi) I
Mrs.
be
to
fee
the
>
was postponed on account of the death
„ufet a fortune." Probably
present "The Old New England Home.'
contributed by the Maine people to the Isaac Howe. (4 )
There was to
Mrs. Nancy Tuttle.
Miss Sophia Bisbee, Mrs.
October.
Mary Green, the twelve year ol< I of
it* just about
swindle
the
of
have been a social dance here Friday
promoters
H Briggs. (2.)
daughter of Thomas Green, died Tuee
the same us in previous cases of the same Joseph
also
which was
postponed owing
November. Abel Bacon, Mrs. A. K. day night, Jan. 11th, with typhoid fever evening
kind under another name.
One <>f the older residents of the vil ! to her death.
Hicks, Solon Chase, Dr. J. W. Stuart.
in
was entertainti.
Read
Club
S.
The
si
lage, Mr. Andrew Hill, died on Saturday ed
H )
by Mrs. M. P. Heald Thursday afterThe Brunswick Record protests against
December. Mrs. Alden Chase, Edwin Jan. Stb. The direct cause of his deatl
He has beeu ι t noon. Roll call was answered by quotawas a paralytic shock.
Maine selling corporation charters, even C. Rowe. (2.)
tions relating to the New Year. After
at a revenue of more than $75,000 a
Aud some time during the year, Na- resident of our village some twent;
current events and the contents of the
think that thaniel Bartlett aud Emma
Alley, mak- years, coming here from Norway. Hi )
year. Lots of other people
same way, and some are in favor of the ing a total of 41, if our figures are cor- was born in Lovell, Me., in 1830.
B; r question box were disposed of the folofficers were elected:
state going out of the charter business. rect.
occupation he was a farmer and engineer lowing
President—Mrs. Alice Buck.
In 18(13 he enlisted in the 29th Maim t
But it is hard to find any considerable
Vice President—Mrs. H. 8. Robertson.
number of members of the legislature
Regiment under Cql. Beal of Norway
Denmark.
Elias Johnson of Strickland Ferry
and served under Gen. Banks in the Rec I
who dare to abolish that revenue and inofficers
in
Denmark
The
following
River campaign.
Mr. Hill leaves ι t bought a beef cow of James Tuell. Mr.
crease the state tax one-fifth of a mill In
were
installed
I.
O.
O.
No.
F.,
50,
Lodge,
widow, one sou and three daughters Johnson has decided not to begin sawplace of it.
Tuesday evening. Jan. 11th, by D. D. G. The funeral was held at the house Mon iDg in his mill until the first of March.
M. E. C. Buzzeli of Fryeburg, after
Miss Hattie Swett of Canton, who has
attended by Retha Glove:
The directors of the sugar trust, in which an oyster supper was served in the day afternoon,
of the Mechanic Falls Advent church been spending a week with Mrs. Freein
assembly convened, with righteous
man Farrar, returned home Friday.
banquet hall:
Burial at North Lovell.
dignation declare to the world that, as
N.ti.-H. r Lortl.
Mrs. Hattie Swift is quite ill with a
James Billings of New Gloucester hai !
is
there
W.
the
Relehor.
customs frauds,
relates to
R. 3.-A.
Atwood has been called.
L. S.—F. C- Alexander.
purchased the place at Nortb Woodstocl ; cold. Dr.
"no man higher up"—that no officer of
Mrs. James Buck has returned from
V. ti.-K. W. Berrv.
owned by the late W. A. Billings.
the company bad any knowledge of the
>
K. SPerley Bradbury.
At the annual meeting of the Ladies Paris Hill.
The employes
frauds. Of course not.
L. 3—Wm. Johueoo.
P. V. Redding has sold out bis variety
Aid Tuesday the following officers wen ,
S. H. Smith.
R.
of the company and of the government
store to Wallace Andrews and Mr. RedK. 8.—Geo. L. Weotworth.
chosen:
secretly conspired to fix up the false
Treasurer— K. C. Jewett.
ding has bought the bouse and store of
Pres., Charlotte Hill.
weights purely out of a desire to benefit
U. M. Beckler at Sumner.
Vlce-Pree., Lai la Eetee.
Thursday evening Mrs. Ada Gray, D.
the stockholders.
Trcas
Mabel
Rowe.
The ladies of the Baptist Cirole will
D. G. P., installed the officers of Silver
Sec.. Haute Beeeey.
serve a dinner in the Universalist vestry
Rebekah Lodge, No. 19:
Work Com., Flora Cole, Florls Mclnnlt, Haul· ,
«Haine News Notes.
N. G—Hatt'e Bra<lbury.
Wednesday, the 10ih. All are invited.
Beeeey.
No appointments of R. and L. S.
The Oxford County Telephone and
V. ti.—Mary Berry.
North Paris.
Telegraph Company will hold their
R. 8—Mrs. Webb.
Commander Peary has accepted an in
!
Mrs.
Abner
is
sick
anc
annual
Benson
very
R. S.— '.ila tiray.
meeting here Jan. 20.
Yitation to be present at Bowdoin's Com
\dilte Wentwoith.
F. S
not
recover.
Her sister frou
Deacon Moses Dow is confined to the
may
Treasurer—Mrs. K. C. Jewett.
mencement this year.
Massachusetts is taking care of her. Sh< boose with a cold.
Cake and coffee was then served.
is a trained nurse.
R. A. Chandler, who has recently gone
Tb<>mas Jefferson Winchell, who died
is
as
Mrs. Clayton Smith
Mr. Morrison, who has been eiok witt into the grocery business, is having a âne
reported
in Topsham Monday, had reached the
sick.
the grippe, is able to be out.
quite
sign painted by Ben Lowe of North
great age of a few days more than 99
Mr. Chadboarne Rand observed his
The Willing Workers met with Mr· Paris.
year·.
90th birthday the 12th.
C. Alvah Dale of Boston, Mass., was
Clayton Churchill last Wednesday.
Mr. C. I. Smith has returned from hi·
Mrs. C. L. Morrell baa been quite 111 the guest of his uncle, A. G. Wheeler,
Joseph Wight, aged 88 years, recently visit to friends in Massachusetts.
but is now on the gain.
over Sunday of last week.
Mr. Dale left
came from Los Vegas. New Mexico, unMount Moriab Masonic Lodge and the
The new Bryant birch mill le not yel for Portland Monday.
accompanied. Ue will hereafter make Star
a
installation
Wedheld
lodge
in running order.
joint
bia home in Windham.
Peru.
Several men are at work in Grang<
nesday evening. Supper was served.
Two men, not at first recognized, but
Hail, putting on finish.
Born, on the 5tb, to the wife of M. H.
C. W Chase, Mrs. F. C. Lowe, and Babb, a daughter.
believed to be members of the Greek
Byron.
Edith Johnson is at work for Mrs. M.
colony in Biddeford, were strack by a
P. A. Whitney recently shot a bear on Mrs. Ellingwood are reported on the
train Wednesday night while walking "Old Turk" Mountain.
sick list.
H. Babb.
and
on the track in Saco,
There will bean all day meeting-ol
instantly
Mrs. Lucia Walker has gone to MassaJairus A. Taylor has bought the G. L.
killed.
Paris Grange Saturday, the 22d, chusetts to work for Mrs. Hattie KidHall farm in this town and moved on to West
when A. E. Morse of South Paris will der's sister.
fixed up the
quite
A meeting of the executive com- it. He has
Ε. M. Howard of Eut Pern has been
nice (oz install the officers.
mittees of the Maine Association of Col- comfortably. He caught a
qaite sick with pneumonia. Dr. Stanleges and Preparatory Schools and the Monday.
East Qreenwood.
wood of Rumford Falls attends him.
Dr. and Mrs. Taylor visited at CarMaine State Teachers' Association was
Mildred Walker la at work in the
Archi6 Edgerley is working at Mann'i
held at Waterville recently, and as a re- thage recently. Dr. Taylor preaches at
mill at West Paris. He boards at Jim toothpick millet Dixfield.
sult of the conference the Association of Berry Mills the first Sunday of each
month.
Perry's.
Colleges and Preparatory Schools was
Hartford.
Gertrude Judkins, wbo has been visitG. A. Taylor and V. D. Taylor recentmerged in the Teachers' Association.
Miss Clara Barrows of Canton Is visiting her father in Portland, returned
ly went to Andover on business.
The mill at No. β has started sawing home Tuesday, to Pearl
ing friends in town.
Two murder Indictments found by the
where she has made it her home for thi
Mrs. W. O. Eustis returned Monday
grand jury in Knox County are of rather squares recently.
A good four-horse team driven by last year.
morning from a visit with friends in
more than ordinary interest. Mrs. Sadie
Lendall
Is
is
at
Portland.
visiting
Newbert is accused of causing the death Percy O'Brien
hauling squares and
Lydia Pierce
Geo. Brown, who has been qnite II), Is
of her husband at Rockland on the 15th toothpick wood from No. β to Byron Tate·'.
hi· home one day gaining.
at
station.
was
Fred
Millett
Alger
of November by poisoning, and
Mr. and Mrs. Elmer Harmon have
A nice fur glove lost by Dr. Taylor in laat week to see hi· father, who was in
James Is accused of causing the death
moved into rooms formerly occupied by
of his daughter, six days old. on the 24th No. β woods was found and returned to poor health.
Charlea Barden is taking the place < f them at W. O. Eustfls.1
of Novemtor, also by poisoning. The him by O'Brien.
waa in town
"two families were near neighbors, and
Ralph Young is at work for Ε. K. Ellsworth Cnrtis on the mail route, No. II A. Sturtevant of
Ï.
laat week.
Mrs
Newbert assisted in the James Knapp.
We are glad to learn that Mrs. Ernest
was in Lewiston
Frank
Wallace Hatchinson from Canton has
family somewhat during the child's illBoth cases have been continued a team hauling wood for Mr. Lnoe from Curti· ia doing well and i· expected Tuesday.
Dees.
bom· soon.
Soott Robinson m In Parle on business.
th· Richmond land.
term for trial.
to the
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The moving picture ahow under
Vloe-Prea., Setb Walker.
Lucy Hall of Norway visited Mrs.
Clefk Β C Park
of the senior claaa of the high
auspices
Seth
Walker,
8.
D.
Hastings,
Exchange Com.,
and the Winnie Hail the first of the week.
waa well patronized
school
B. C. Park.
Mrs. W. S. Partridge spent WednesExamining Com., Ira Jordan, K. C. Bowler, ploturea were good.
in day with her daughter, Mrs. Ernest
P. L. Edwards.
Mra. Stanley Biabee of Rumford was
Murcb, in Norway.
Tbe installation of the Odd Fellows town Saturday.
à
be
and Rebekahs waa an interesting affair
Mr. A. F. Warren la reported to
Unquestionable Evidence.
when tbe officera for tbe following year gaining at thla time.
at
I feel that I owe to my old time fiiends
and
inaane
the
asylum
of
were inatalled by D. Ο. M., Curtis,
Sanborn
Dr.
and associates valuable information that
0. Q. M., Lurvey of Weat Paria:
Augusta was in town Thursday.
to some
a sup- tbey will be glad to learn of, and
will
Club
Rive
V
G.
The
Wheeler,
Chester
Progressive
Dec. of them it will be of untold value if tbey
D. G. Lovejov, V. G.
per and dance at Nezinecot Hall,
A. C. Frost. Bee. Sec.
will go and do as I bave done. On May
20, musio by the Swastika Orcheatra.
Wesley Wheeler, Fin. 8ec.
to 7:30 5tb, 1909, I took a course of four weeks'
C. K. Fox, Treas.
Supper will be aerved from 5:30
at the Keeley Institute Id
H. L.Coburn, War.
and cake and coffee will be on sale at in- treatment
F. L. Edwards, Con.
Portland, Maine, and am now a well,
termission.
N.
G.
B. A. Skllllngs, B.8.
sound man still growing in strength of
C. L. Sanborn, L. 8. N. G.
mind and body until every thing around
E. L. A mo, Chap.
Buckfield
East
at
eervioee
The Sabbath
J. S. Hutchlns, K. S. V. G.
me bas changed its phase for the better.
winter
the
for
H. M. Verrlll, L. β. V. G.
discontinued
been
have
My business is attended to witb ease and
I.
G.
s. J. Hazelton,
and the preaohing service in the village pleasure, my home and the happiness it
F. J. Tyler, O. G
at the Methndist church has been chang- brings to me and my wife were never beR. Ε Chapman, R. 8. 8.
Ε. E. McKeeu, L. 8. 8.
ed from the afternoon to 10:30 Α. m fore experienced—my mind is clear. I
ReRev. S. C. Eaton of East Sumner waa in am capable of understanding business
The following officera of Sunaet
D.
P., charge with Pastor Pottle Sabbath, Jan. propositions because I am a well man
bekah Lodge were inatalled by D.
Eva Swift and D. Ο. M., Mildred Davia; 1β·
I_
,,
again.
Era B. Pox, N. G.
About twenty-five members of the
I would be most happy to give any
Abble Parwell, V. G.
at
attendance
In
were
it before
Buckfield Grange
Anna B. French, Bee. Sec.
person information who desires
Wedneaon
East
Sumner
at
the Pomona
Martha A. Gibson, Treas.
going to the Keeley Cure in Portland,
from
attendance
Constance Wheeler, Chap.
a
waa
There
call and
or
me
large
day.
Maine, if they will write
Susie Platsted, War.
all the patronizing granges, and a good see me.
Bertha Tyler, Con.
time waa enjoyed.
Alice G. Mason, B. S. N. G.
Tours in Brotherhood,
Carrie M. Arno, L. 8. N. G.
Miss Kate G. Nelson, Bible missionary,
W. A. Cmjikshank.
Alice Parwell. R.8.V. G.
was in town Wednesday, and waa the
Katherine Barker, L. 8. V. G.
A 4-year-old girl named Robertson
Tessle Eames, I. G.
guest of Mr. and Mrs. Pottle over night.
B. A. Skllllngs, O. G.
She went on Thursday morning to Rum- was accidentally fatally shot at Swanvllle in a peculiar way, by a young man
After the inetallationa a delicious supper ford.
Fairbanks and a
Rev. A. W. Pottle was in South Paris named Fairbanks.
of oysters and pastry was served.
South
of
Mrs. Webster Woodbury
Tuesday.
companion while hunting called at the
Mrs. V. P. DeCoster, who is receiving Robertson place and ate their luncheon
Fraininghaa, Mass., has been visiting
her slitters, Mrs. J. U. Purington and treatment at the Hebron Sanitarium, is in a shed. While Fairbanks was atMrs. F. S. Chandler.
reported as improving in every respect, tempting to take a cartridge from hie
Tbe remains of Mr. Joseph Holt, who giving much encouragement for her com- rifle it exploded, and the bullet after
died in Fryeburg, were brought to plete reoovery.
passing through a door into the kitchen
Mr. Holt was one of
Bethel Friday.
Miss Cleora DeCoster, who is teaching severed an artery in one of the legs of
the oldest citizens of tbe town and the winter term of school at East Buck- the child who was plaving on the floor.
Last summer the field, is reported as winning her way Death ensued three hours later.
highly esteemed.
family went to Fryeburg to viait friends with her papils and meeting with markand Mr. Holt was taken ill and was not ed success. She gives promise of makA WILD BLIZZARD RAGING
Funeral services were ing a first-class teacher. This Is her first
able to return.
danger, suffering—often death—
brings
former
his
held at Middle Intervale,
term at teaching. She is a member of to
who take colds, coughs
thousands,
in
tbe
was
family the sophomore class at Batea College.
home, and the burial
and lagrippe—that terror of Winter and
to
lumber
lot.
Mr. Fred Warren is hauling
Spring. Its danger signals are "stuffed
Prof. W. R. Chapman has returned the Morrill mill for G. H. Hersey, who
up," nostrils, lower part of nose sore,
and
in
wood
from New Fork.
business
is doing quite a
chills and fever, pain in back of head,
The dancing class closed its last lesson lumber this winter. Mr. Dunn is also
and a throat-gripping cough. When
Thursday evening and a grand ball will hauling.
Grin attacks, as you value your life,
be given at Odeon Hall Jan. 25.
don't delay getting Dr. King's New DisOxford.
The baaket ball team of Gould Acadcovery. "One bottle cured me," writes
emy met the Edward Little team at
George E. Hawkes, of the late firm of A. L. Dunn of Pine Valley, Miss., "after
Auburn Wedneeday evening and were Durell A Hawkes, died suddenly while
being 'laid up' three weeks with Grip."
victorious by a good big score.
sitting in his chair Saturday, Jan. 8th. For «ore lungs, Hemorrhages, Coughs,
The Grammar School held a social in He bad been in ill health for eome years.
Colds, Whooping Cough, Bronchitis,
Grange Hall Friday evening for tbe Mr. Hawkes came here from Windham Asthma, it's supreme. 50c. $1.00.
benefit of their library.
when a young man, and after his mar- Guaranteed by F. A. Shurtlcff & Co.
Miss Blanche Brown has returned
riage engaged in trade with Mr. Durell.
from the Maine Sanatorium muoh im- He was a prominent citizen and has held
SAVED AT DEATH'S DOOR.
proved.
public offices. His funeral was held on
The door of death seemed ready to
Tuesday at the Congregationalist church, open for Murray W. Ayers, of Transit
Weat Bethel.
Rev. Mr. Newport of Turner officiating.
The valley stream la frozed,
Bridge, Ν. Y., when bis life was wonThe Masonic Lodge, of which he was
The hills are cold and bare,
"I was in a dreadful
Mr. derfully saved.
attendance.
a member, was in
And the wild white bees of winter
condition," he writes, "my skin was alSwarm In ih darkened air.
Hawkes leaves a widow, a eon, Frank
most yellow; eyes sunken; tongue coatBayakd Τα v lor.
Hawkes, of Boston. His daughter died
emaciated from losing 40 pounds,
ed;
of
a
man
was
He
some years since.
weaker daily. Virulent liver
The night was winter In his ronghest mood,
growing
those
to
belp
The morning sharp and clear.—The vault is blue ready sympathy, eager
me down to death in
trouble
pulling
be
will
He
need.
who were ill or in
Without a cloud, and white without a speck
of doctors. Then that matchless
spite
Tbe dazzling splendor of the scene below.
the
in
missed
much
community.
medicine—Electric Bitters—cured me.
COWFER.
The Knights of Pythias held a public
I regained the 40 pounds lost and now
installation of officers on Tuesday evenFor all stomach,
am well and strong."
Martin Whitney has left town.
with
oyster supper.
ing,
liver and kidney troubles they're suMi*s Susan Tyler bas returned borne
The Congregationalist Ladies' Circle
50c at F. A. Shurtleff A Co.'s.
from East Waterford.
met Wednesday with Mrs. John Elden. preme.
John F. Rollins is working in LeighRev. Mr. Newton preached at the
Robert Cameron, the six-year-old son
ton's mill in Gilead village.
Congregationalist ohurch Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. Stephen Cameron of
of
is
of
Woodatook
Joseph I. Spofford
The Advent society is holding evangelwas.drowned Tuesday while
Auburn,
in
town.
friends
visiting
istic meetings and Rev. Messrs. Long
He
on the Androscoggin River.
skating
are
about
Co.
Paria
The
Manufacturing
and Cluthey and Miss Retba Glover are fell through where the ice had been cut
the
winhere
for
business
their
closing
among those present, and others are ex- and tbe current carried his body under
ter.
pected.
tbe ice.
No more meetings will be held in
Mr. and Mrs. Kohen of Boston, who
Union cburch until warmer weather have been visiting at J. E. Parrott'e,
A WRETCHED MISTAKE
coin es.
have returned to their home.
Mies Ethel L. Allen baa gone back to
to endure the itching, painfnl distress of
Rrnnlrlina ItQuu
In wnrlr in A atom ΑΛ
taai sumner.
Piles. There's no need to. Liiten: "I
bookkeeper.
Rev. Messrs. Eaton and Lamb were suffered much from Piles," writes Will
Charles Rollins bas moved to Auburn both away last week, Mr. Eaton at Ban- A. Marsh of Slier City, N. C., "till I got
and is working in the Lewiston station
a box of Buckien's Arnica Salve, and
gor, and Mr. Lamb at Rum ford Fallu,
for the M. C. R. R. Co.
where he assisted in evangelistic work. was soon cured." Barns, Boils, Ulcere,
Wbitten & Dennis%n have added anThe New Centary Pomona met at Fever Sores, Eczema, Cuts, Chapped
other and larger press to their printing East Stunner last Wednesday and did Hands, Chilblains, vanish before it. 25c
a
and
have
five
presses
room, and now
some routine work and installed officers. at F. A. Sbnrtieff & Co.'β.
large paper cutter running by kerosene Ε. H.
officer.
of Auburn,

Miss Uortense Gregg of Norway was
"d ~
the guest of Mr. and Mrs. Charles Shaw
several days last week, taking advantage
of the tiae enowshoeing.
t· r·.
Mrs. Caroliue P. Barlow went to Bos- of the Eastern Star, wer
Mrl. Jennie
New type, fast presses, electric ton last Thursday for a stay of a few
Job Pbmti.so
low
and
workmen
pncee
power, experienced
weeks.
combine to make this department of oar busiW. M.—Mre. Elliabeth Irish.
Again the blizzard that visited New
ness complete aud popular.
vL·
p —Charles Barden.
York and Boston has skipped as. A
'Sj._Leooa BldloD.
A
total
the
little wind and no snow being
s«c -Ltonle Mart»h»U.
R1XULK COPIES.
We bave elegant
result here up to date.
T«ae .-Phlla 9hedd.
cents
Single Copiée of the Democrat are four
sleighing, no drifts and most of the time
each. They will be mailed on receipt of price by
weather.
of
winter
the tinest
the publisher* or for the convenience of patron·
PKmp.—Jullfc Cwtti·
on
The Ladies' Circle will meet in Cumjlngle copie· of each lesue have been place·!
A<ia—Georgia Eetee.
«aie at the following places In the County
next
SupRuih-Mary
Friday evening.
mings Hall
Rather— AjfBee Broc*.
S hurtle ï'a Drug Store.
The
six.
South Parle,
half
at
will
be
served
past
per
Martha-Ada Barden.
Noyes' Drug Store.
Norway,
so you
furnish
the
are
to
men
supper,
BlecW-Kllen
Stone's Drug Store.
w*r
Emma hi»·
There will be
Alfred Cole. Postmaster.
RuckQeld,
ma; expect a good one.
sen
Augustus Dunham.
Mrs. Harlow. Post Office.
Parle UUI,
an entertainment, Jerusha Oow's Album
Mar —Alice Penley.
Samuel T. White.
Weat Paris.
at
No. 2. Entertainment to commence
tifteen minutes of eight. All are cordialEvents.
Coming
ly invited.
Editor Charles E. Waterman of the
a.
GrowFruit
Mechanic Falls Ledger was in town FriMeeting of Oxford County
Jan. .T
a P*·
matron,
ers' Association, Grauge Hal', South Pari*. day.
Mre. LeonaR.dlon recited a very pretty
Feb. t.—Oxford Pouiona liritnze, Bryant's Pond.
Miss Mary I. Mellen entertained the
M
poem by whic
°'
Five Hundred Club last week and Mrs. Watson a cut
*
,·Γ tjje
gift
NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.
pitcher,
glass
W. H. Cummings entertained the club Mrs. Bucknam.
Music
y &
the previous week.
Mrg
Avoid Harsh Drug·.
quartette· consisting
Rev. I. B. Mower, D. D., of Waterville, Luther Irish and M
j £
Muslin Underwear Sale.
Samuel Richards. Optometrist.
State Secretary of the Maine Baptist
fa pian0|
Brock, with Mrs. Wardweli
Picture Puzile Free.
Re
Missionary Convention, spoke at the Bap- and trombone solo j
Place for Sale.
tist church .Sunday evening.
^ of Norwfty,
Man and Wife.
marks by toward
S.
U.
W.
W.
Wanted.
Kimball,
Hear Admiral
c Fickett of
Kev. I. S. Macduff
Allen Vacuum Cleaner.
Navy, of this place, was retired on the
evening's proHarness, Robes and Blankets.
of
limit
the
legal
8th
age
inst., reaching
Home Blanket Sale.
Calling Carls.
62 years on the l)th. He is now in comWanted.
mand
in Nicaraguan waters, and it is
Nor.., -Λ
Parker's Hair Balsam.
thought will remain in active service un- Portland.
til his return from there. It is expected
t to Berlin, N.
Golden Wedding Day.
will hereafter
that Admiral Kimball
<"· —'·
Kimthe
make his home at "Old Brick,"
AND MB9.
MB.
BY
OBSERVANCE
Vtt'IKT
ball homestead here.
«· « Bry,,"'e
—

...

...

L

Fuel: !

missed here very

she has visited her early home
Granger· from here much, for
Quite
attended Pompna Orange at Kaet Sum- frequently.
Mrs. R. W. Knight has been quite
ner Tuesday.
for several days.
The iadiea employed at the Pettengill poorly
J. L. Partridge is back in tbe store,
the following plant gave the gentlemen a dinner Tuesall but be is quite poorly yet.
day which wa· much enjoyed by
Elden Hall returned to Colby Jan.
number of

a

F. L. Edwards.

™
r 8 S. β.-Mlldred Davis.
L. 8. N.
R 8 V. Q.—Ιηβ» *·
rarrar.
L. β- V.
I G._Ph»l» Davl».

lire. Mansur will be

meeting· thi· week.

E. C. Bowler.
J. G. Gehrlng.

War.—Dell· &· Penley.
Peidey.

Con —Alice

Rev.

D*.

Picture Pczzll

Libby
Nearly 200 Patrons

installing
were present and the

occasion was one of interest to all.
The winter term of school has closed
for the season.
The writer much enjoyed a call on
Saturday from Henry D. Irish of Buckfield. Henry D. and "John" were classmates with us at high school at Buckfield in 1853, and old time associations
are recalled with much interest. "John'1
even then was a fine declaimer and original in expression as now, and both
were good scholars and classmates.
Mrs. S. Robinson was able to got out
to the Pomona on Wednesday, not having stepped out of doors for several
weeks previous. Her improvement is
slow, but it is hoped that with the advent of warm weather she may be able
to get ont more.
As we write the news of the death of
Mrs. Nancy J. Tuttle of West Sumner
reaches us. She has been almost a life
long resident of Sumner.
Harrison Bonney, agod 05, Is Sumner's
oldest living resident, and carries the
cane of the Boston Post.

Hebron.
Hebron Orange held an all day meeting Jan. 12, Eist Hebron Orange visiting

this one. In the forenoon R. D. Leavitt
of Auburn installed the officers. After
dinner they bad the following entertainment:

Handsomely lithographed
eight colors, and enclosed
Sub-

in

fWpfui-jac-tii.

brush—the only scientific
brush and it is absolutely

guaranteed.
FREE PUZZLE TO-DAY
GET YOUR

F. A. Shurtleff & Co.,
Avoid Harsh
Cathartics

Many

If Ton Are

a

They

in two size packages, 12
36 tablets 25 cents.
Remember you can obtain them only at
F. A.
our store,—The Rexall Store.
Shurtleff & Co.

cents,

Man and Wife.

to
Working people without children, sge 40
aboatOS; man a farmer or mechanic, of good
woman
the
with;
habits and easy to fret along
good disposition and a clean, neat housekeeper.
Now m h tier how poor If honest and respectable,
such people can And a good home ami a good
tick ones,
proposition If looked for at once. No
rum.
no dogs and cats, no hoodlums and no
home
a
to
easy.
a
chance
good
get
Wanted,
Wi ltc or call at once.
C. C. DEARBORN, The Saw Man.
Stf
Bryant's Pond, Me.

our

Holiday 5tock,

Fancy China, Hall Lamps, Banquet
Lamps, Sofa Pillows and Covers,
Handkerchiefs, Sweaters, Skirts, &c.

1.50 Shirt Waists,
2.00 Shirt I Waists,

Rugs, Art Squares, Draperies, Couch
and Table Covers.

THIS SALE IS STRICTLY CASH,

Dayton Bolster Co.

$3.50
Johnson Heavy Working Pant, $3.00
The Sampson, a very strong,
$2.60
serviceable pant,

A Line of Suit Gases,
98c. to

HorseBIankets

Clothier and Furnisher,

31 Market

fine line of

Peerless Fur Robes
the kind that has

Given

perfect satisfaction,

A

to

By

Only Perfect Vaouum Clemer

For lOScents

per|hour|you

RENT,

C. W. CLARKE.

HmSKlMTCYCURI
Right
Kidneys

F. H.

All

Cloth Goats

our

ONE

HALF

and

Suits

Price.

aad Β bidder

Makes

Bankrupt's Petition

In the matter of
ENOS ▲. FARNUM,

for
)

j
Bankrupt. )

can

ALLEN VACUUM CLEANER

DOWN !

and made in

Carried in stock

South Paris, Me.

DOWN!

always

Way

defy competition.

-

DU WIN !

We Sell Them
a

Sq.,

-»4«

Square for th· Street

Also

$3.60.

J. F. Plummer,

5A Horse Blankets ire
known the world over as the
best, the strongest, the longest
wearing. Their generous size
covers the horse, their warmth
protects him. we obtain them
direct from the factory and sell
them at money-saving prices.

In Your Own Home

Ask for a Free Demonstration Today

.79
1.00
1.50

$

$1.00 Shirt Waists,

Buy a SA Bias Girth for the Stsbls.,

nwmejngpOWeriS|tnple_easjr

mcudirg

Johnson Rain Proof Pant,

Discharge.
In

Bankruptcy

To the Hon. Clarcxci Hal·, Judge of the Die
trlci Court of the United States for the District I
of Maine :
AN
oxen to B.
NOS A. FARNUM. of Milton T'hntatlon, In
and do your own cleaning. All of the rent you
the County of Oxford, and State of Maine,
nay will be credited on your purchase if you buy In said District, respectfully represents that
Flossie Dorr is visiting at Alton Ames', a machine later.
on the 7th day of August, last past, he was
her former borne.
duly adjudged bankrupt under the Acts or
Congress relating to Bankruptcy; that he has
C. F. Silver of Lewiston vieited atH.
and rights
duly surrendered all his property with
A. Sturtevant'e recently.
all the
of property, and has fully compiled
W. E. Bowker and Floyd Varney are
requirements of said Acts and of the orders of
I
Norway. Court touching his bankruptcy.
outting pine for the Thompson Brothers. South Paris.
Wherefore he prays, That he may be decreed
Mrs. Leland Andrews and little son
by the Court to have a fall discharge from «II
are visiting her brother, Anbrey Dyer,
debts provable against his estate under said
and wife, of Portland. Her mother,
Bankruptcy Acts, except such debts as are
excepted by law from such discharge.
Mrs. G. F. Oyer, is keeping home for
Dated this 4th day of Jan» A. D. 1910.
to the
Of
her while she ia away.
ENOs A. FARNUM, Bankrupt.
Mr. and Mrs. D. R. Coles have gone to
OBDEB OF NOTICE TBEBEOS.
oi South Paris.
Massachusetts on a visit.
District or Maine, as.
F. A. Shurtleff & Co. desire to
Eva Tibbetts, who has been at work
On this 8th day of Jan., A. D. 1910, on readnounce to the readers of the Democrat
In Hebron, has returned home.
ing the foregoing petition. It Is—
Ordered by the Court, That a hearing b« had
Mrs. Ellen Poland is visiting her son that they have been able to secure the
upon the aame on the 28th day of Jan., ▲. D.
Llewellyn at Eaat Sumner.
agenoy for Parisian Sage, the marvelous 1910,
before said Court at Portland, In sud Disdandruff cure and delightful hair dress- trict, at 10 o'clock In the forenoon; and that noAlbany.
tice thereof be published in the Oxford Demoing.
F. A. Shurtleff & Co. are glad to state crat, a newspaper printed In said District, and
Sibyl Cumminga and little niece rethat all known creditors, and other persons In
cently viaited her slater, Mra. Viola Dan- that Parisian Sage is a rigidly guaranteed interest, may appear at the said time and place,
hair iuvigorator.
and show cause, If any they have, why the
bam, in Bethel.
be granted.
The members of Round Mt. Grange
It cures dandruff in two weeks by kill prayer of said petitioner should not
It Is further ordered by the Court, That
held an all day meeting Jan. 16th. State ing the dandruff microbes; it stops fall- theAnd
Clerk shall send by mall to all known credRev J. H. Little of Bethel in- ing hair, Itching soalp and splitting hair itors copies of said petition and this order, addressed to tbem at their place· of residence as |
stalled the officers for the year 1910. or money baok.
td.
Membera from Bethel and West Bethel
It is a most pleasant hair dressing,
Itness the Hon. Clabuicb Hal·, Judgi
le said Court, and the seal thereof, at Port
Granges were preaent.
especially for ladies, as it causes the balr
Mrs. Lena Sbaw of Bethel has been grow in thickly and makes it luxu1, In said District, on the 8th day of Jan.
>. 1910.
atopping a few daya with ber mother, riant and lustrous. The price is only 60
JAMES X. HEWXT, Clerk,
g.]
Mra. O. J. Cross, who ia Ul with muscu- eents a large bottle at F. A. Shurtleff
true copy of petition and order thereon.
Attest: JAMBS I. HXWXY,Clerk.
lar rheumatism,
A Co.

Sumner.
W. E. Bowker has sold his
F. Glover of Hartford.

All

per cent
Discount.

This is the time of year when a pair of JOHNSON
PANTS are almost a necessity to keep you warm and dry.
We think the Johnson Pant the most serviceable pant in the
market to-day. They are strictly all wool—the seams will
not rip—the buttons will not come off— and the pockets and
trimmings are of the most serviceable material.

Ilîuy
Buy a 5A

Simply wonderful clean
tnr Iha
ior
ι π β Uaima

MAINE.

Johnson Pants.

A Demonstration

to operate os a carpet sweeper—weighs only
8 lbs. A ch ild can do perfect work with the AUDI.
In order to prove the wonderful merits of
the ALLEN beyond the slightest doubt, we will
gladly give you a free demonstration right in
your own home. You will be astonished at
the results. No obligations at all.

Clothier,

Rrl«e

25

N.

their ice.

served.

gripe,

One

NORWAY,

Tbey come

sprinkling

Thi

Boys' shirts in white and combinations of colors, 50c.

FOSTER,

B.

H.

person.

tablet* 10

for 75c each.

Oolf sbirte in white and white
grounds with various colored
stripes and checks, 50c and 91.00.

THIS STORE 18 THE HOME OP
HART. 8CHAFFNER A MARX CLOTHES.

dren, weak, delicate persons and aged
people as well as for the most hearty

Monday.

was

do not

purge
Tbey act without
nor cause nausea.
causing any pain or excessive looseness
of the bowels. Tbey are ideal for chilwhatever.

Trifle Sensitive

Norway and attended
Miss Amy Bartlett

pastry aupper

to I

Injury to the Bowels.
If you are subject to constipation, you
should avoid strong drugs and cathartics.
They only give temporary relief and
their reaction is harmful and sometimes
more annoying than constipation. They
in no way effect a cure and their tendweak1
ency is to weaken the already
contact.
organs with which they come in
We honestly believe that we have the
beet constipation treatment ever devieed.
Our faith in it is so strong that we sell
it on the positive guarantee that it shall
not cost the user a cent if it does not
give entire satisfaction and completely
remedy constipation. This preparation
These are
is called Rexall Orderlies.
in
prompt, soothing and mn«t effective
action.
They are made of a recent
chemical discovery. Their principal ingredient is odorless, tasteless and colorCombined with other well known
less.
their
ingredients, long established offorconstiusefulness in the treatment
pation, it forms a tablet which is eaten
at
just like candy. They may be taken
without
any time, either day or night,
fear of their causing any inconvenience

Mayor F. D. Bartlett of Berlin oity
visited his brother here last Sunday and

Martin of Rumford installed the officers
to their respective chairs in a very able
and pleasing manner, followed by a
short programme. There were visitors
present from Bear River Grange, Franklin Grange, Rumford Grange and other
A baked bean and
invited friends.

Tend

quality

We've all sizes and lots of kinds trimmed in many ways. Not expensive
either.

Cause

Eaet Bethel.

Mr. J. H.

Drugs

Heavy gray flannel overshirts,
sizes, 11.00 each.
Men's Jersey overshirts in gray,
heavy and warm, $1.00.
Men's Jersey overshirts, good

all

y°u ^ave DOt purchased that fur coat yet.
Fur Coats.—PerhaP"
You had better come in here and look over our stock.

South Paris, Maine.

About the size of your shoes, It's some satisfaction to know that many people can wear shoes a
Allen's Foot-Eaielnto
size smaller by
them. Just the thing for Patent Leather Shoes
and for breaking In New Shoes. Sold Every36
where. 25c.

Mr. and Mrs. Chas. Peables of Âuburn
were in town the past week.
Ida Leslie arrived home Wednesday.

meeting last Friday evening.

Men's union suits, $1 00 to |2 00.
Boys' flcece lined underwear,
25c and 50c.
Boys' union suits, 50c and 91.00.

—

ALLEY'S LUNG BALSAM
Found In
le the old reliable cough remedy.
every drug «tore and tn practically ever; home.
and
50c.
$1.00. 3-6
For sale by all druggist·, 25c.,

K. D. Leavitt.
Grace Bi^mpus.

Mr. Albert Swan visited relatives at
Pomona.
has been quite ill
with mnmps the past week.
Mrs. Ooff from Lewiston is visiting at
Z. W. Bartlett's. Mr. Ooff is overseer of
the mill business here.
Alder River Grange held its annual
installation of officers at its regular

puzzles.

us.
require introduction by
tooth
one
perfect
It u the

by visiting members.

harvesting

Jersey knit, winter weight
underwear, ftOo per garment.
Camel's nair underwear, shirts
donble breasted, 11.00 and $1.50.
Cooper knit gray wool, Jersey
knit underwear, f 1 50.
extra
Medlicott underwear,
heavy all wool underwear, 12.50.

The Pro-phy-lac-tic Tooth
Brush is too well-known to

shirts,

all wool flannel

gray, blue and khaki, 92.00.

and 11.00.

will present one of these

instructive

Heavy

lined
Heavy, warm,
underwear in two qualities, 50c
fleece

Tooth Bkosh

we

Men's Overshirts.

Men's Underwear.

LOOKING ONE'S BEST.
It's a woman's delight to look her best
but pimples, skin eruptions, sores and
Listen! Buckien's
boils rob life of joy.
Arnica Salve cures them; makes the
skin soft and velvety. It glorifies the
face. Cures Pimples, Sore Eyes, Co'd
Sores, Cracked Lips, Chapped Hands.
Try it. Infallible for piles. 25c at F.
A. Shurtleff Λ Co.'s.

Oeorge Cummings of Oxford spent
Sunday with his grandfather, Dea. D. F.
Cummings.
G. J. Hersey of Auburn was in town
Wednesday.

Farmers are

select only goods of dependable quality. We stand
back of every article and absolutely guarantee it
worth the price paid. We sell at one price only.

purchasers of a

Music bv the choir.

Music.
Remarks

Whatever you purchase here, you'll find to have
merit, to have value, to wear well, to look well. We

individual boxe·.
Paject, "Uncle Sam in the
first
fifty
the
To
cific."
in

The 1910 holidays will be as follows:
Washington's Birthday on Tuesday;
Memorial Day on Monday; July Fourth
on Monday; Labor Day will be Sept. 5;
Thanksgiving Day will be Nov. 21;
Christmas falls on Sunday.

Mrs. F. K. Marshall.
Paper, Ceres,
An Interesting talk on farm topics,

Paper, The Strenuous Life,

QËITYF

j

Ε

Noyes Co.,

Special

Notice.
People |
Importance
an-|

Deputy

_

(·
i

Come

early and get your choice.

Sincerely Yours,

S. B. & Z. S. Prince,
MAINE.

NORWAY,

Comfort for the Feet!
This is the season when we are obliged
And let
to have comfortable Footwear.
here
find
can
that
anyus remind you
you
warm
feet
to
need
keep your
thing you
and dry. A good assortment of all kinds

at the lowest

possible price.

Ε. N. SWEn SHOE CO.,
Opera House Block, NORWAY, MAINE.

ïhe ΦχίβχΛ

gtmnctxt

Rw. A. W. Pottle of Bnekflald
Sooth Parie Tuesday.

was a

11

Sooth Parli Water System la

a

Pact

Mr. and Mrs. Albert D. Park visited a k
RE3ERV0IB AND PIPES ABE PULL, AWE
East Sumner Friday.

SOUTHPAWS.

Sunday
and people

south pari· post omei.

about the beet
were oat to enjoy it

was

READY FOB SERVICE.

day yet

baa been wall and

qneation

sees

no reason

to

George ▲. Cole
hone of John C.

raptured the runaway
Gmver of Stoneham
While the pr.»of of the pudding l> in
Thursday morning. Nothing get· away
the eating, and the teat of a water lyatem from
George.
is what it doea in actual service, it cera
Moaea P. Stilea fau

Capt.
accepted
S. Θ. Burnell bas recovered from hi
', A long-time dream was realised last 1 tainly seems aa If the system Is one position wltb hia brother In Portland.
recent illness sufficiently to ride out 01 1
in
of
the
which
is
few
surpassed
places
OKAMD TBDK* KAIL WAT.
Tuesday shortly after noon, when L. E.
Be will be borne only part of the time
pleasant days.
Scruton opened the hydrant In front of {aise of South Paris. The water in both hereafter.
Commencing September A5, 190»,
and
is
streams
In
Block
Market
and
good,
Cooper Spring
Square,
;
The Holy Grail, a secret order, hat , Billings
Cbarlea R. Smith and wife of Portland
TRAIN* LUTI 80DTB PARTS
been organized from a boys' class in th< , water from the gravity system of the Brook, which will furnish a full aupply were the goeata of hla slater, Misa Edltb
WoIuk down east)—3 Ma. M., dally ; 9:50 a. m.,
the
of
the
Paris
South
went
year,
greater
part
Village
Corporation
through
M. Smith, during the week.
dally; β.ΌΟΡ. Methodist Sunday School.
except Sunday; 4:36 p.
.tally
Water carries the water from several particularwhistling out into, the street.
The completion of the I. O. O. F.
•sundav only.
M
Rev. and Mrs. T. N. Kewley were it from
Brook bad arrived, ly âne springs, and is a stream of ex- blook on Main Street la well aasnred In
Cooper
Spring
wolng up (west)—9 M a. ■., dally ; i 35 p.
dally; 1ϋΛΙ Α- Portland Tuesday, and attended th< 1 via the new pipe line. Needless to
laliv except Sunday; 8:47 P.
say, ceptional purity.
the spring. All the necessary oomιτ. Sunday only.
Chapman-Alexander meetings.
Two ooncrete dams, one on Cooper mitteea have
it was an event of large interest to those
been*appolnted and It la
on
and
the
other
Stony understood that partlea will take the
There will be a business meeting ol who happened to be so situated as to Spring Brook
will
First Congregational Church, Rev. ▲. T. Mc
and
the
each
it.
supply,
Brook, gather
the W. C. T. U. after the address given observe
rooms and offices as soon as they are
W borter, Pastor. Preaching service, 10 :45 a. M. ;
The water was turned loto the new bold quite a little water in storage. The
E. 6 :00
Rev.
Mr.
McKelvey Tuesday
ready, at a very good rental, for a term
by
Sunday School 11 AS A. M.; T. P. S. C. Church
in
is
fourteen
feet
exp.
m.;
dam
7:00
Brook
reservoir
service
the
8th.
For
Evening
Saturday night,
Stony
p. M.;
of years.
afternoon, at 2:30, in the Baptist church.
x
at 7 30 p. m.
evening
Wednesday
flows
the
brook
back
and
few
treme
nest
the
water
meeting
the
was
run
off
prayer
days,
height,
The clerks' association will hold tbelr
In
Λ 11.'not otherwise connected, are cordially
The officers of Aurora Eocampment
nearly as fast as it oame in, by opening for a distance of about 250 feet The annual olerks' ball at the opera houae
vlted.
will be installed this Monday evening by the blow-offs
Methodist Church, Rev T. S. Kewley, Pastor.
along the line of the msin, dam on the other brook la not so high, Tuesday evening, Feb. 1st. Special
10:00 A.
Grand Patriarch Leon S. Merrill of of which there are four between the
On Sun-lav, morning prayermeetlng
though It makes a wider pond.
rates on the railroad, elaborate decora10:45 a. m. ; Sabbath School
service
of
other
with the assistance
preaching
grand reservoir and the village, and some of
From each of theae dams runs a six- tions in the
00 p. *., Solon,
ι: κ. ; Kpworth League Meeting β
ball, excellent music and
is
to
all
officers.
installation
The
open
class
the hydrants in the village, clearing out inch supply pipe, the two coming to a all other
7-JO;
evening
meeting
Wednesday
prayer
things to make the affair the
Odd Fellows.
the air and whatever dirt there was in junction about a quarter of a mile below best
meeting Friday venlng 7:».
yet. Officers are:
Baptist Church, Kev. J. Wallace Cheebro,
a.
The Fan Tans will have a regular see the pipes. This blowing off was stop- the dams, and a single six-inch pipe
Pres.—E. O. Russell.
Pastor On Sundav, preaching service 10:43
β
Κ
.13 P.
P. S. C.
Vice-Pres.—H. D. Tubb·.
M- ; Sabbath Si-hoof 12 m. ; Y.
sion at their club room Tuesday evening ped on Wednesday, and about noon of runs from that point to the reservoir,
7:00 p. *.; Wednee<lay evenSec mod Treas.—F. E. Smith.
the reservoir was full and over- which is located ou the south part of N.
χ., prayer meeting
AU are of this week. Supper will b·» served at Thursday
Seats free.
Manager—Geo. L. Curtis.
ing prayer service 7 JO.
Hooper's Floor
6:30 sharp, and after supper bridge flowing. One hydrant stream was left M. Howe's farm, west of
Gen. Com.—S. W. Goodwin, W. Morang, Carl
welcome.
The second di- running into the river, from the hydrant Ledge. The length of this pipe, from W. Boynton.
Universalis! Church. Preaching service ev- and flinch will be
OHoe Ηοα» : Τ JO a. U. to 7 JO p. it.

A. M.
Sunday School at
ery Sunday at lo 45
Y. P.C. U.
P. M.
12 m. Junior Union at 3JO
P.M.
7
at
STATED MEETINGS.
Regular
Κ A A M —Part Lodge, No. 94.
on or before full moon.
λ e Ing Tuesday evening
I odge, regular meet
Mica
F.—Mount
I.OO.
each week.—Aurora
ln<s, Thursday evening of
and third Monday evenings
of each month.
No.
Ο of R.— Mount Ple^san Rebekah Lodge,
fourth Fridays of each
SO. meets second and
m >ntH In Odd Fellows' Hall.
A. R-W. K. Kimball Post, No. 148, meets
of each
ilr t an l thirl Saturday evening»
In β. A. K. Hall.
'nth.
si
of
the
G. A.
Ladles
Win Κ Kimball Circle.
1
Saturday evenings of
:, -cet- 1rs» tod third
Hall.
Arnii
(.rand
la
ua L. Chamtierlaln Camp meets
urth Saturday evenings of each

Rucampment.'tirst

played.

vision of the members will entertain.

On the occasion of his birthday last
Tuesday, Julius Record was surprised
by his sbopmates of the Paris Manufacturing Co. by the presentation of a
smoking set. This was done just before
work began at 7 o'clock, the presentation being made by G. K. Ripley.
A
boys' band, originating in the
Methodist Sunday School, but including
a few of the boys
who are not in that
school, has been organized and begun
practice. Part of the boys are supplied
with instruments, and the others have
ordered them. There are sixteen pieces
In the band.

fit. '.'nrls Grange, from May 1 to Oct. 1,
What's the matter with Maine, any
and third Saturday; during the
ilr
ie- >( the year, meets every Saturday, In way?
die in the storm in New
G.-atjge Hall.
York city, and freeze in Alabama, and
\U.C.—Second and fourth Mondays of
the whole eastern United States—except
ea h month.
Here we have a
ν E. O. P.—Stony Krook Lodge, No. 181, this corner—shivers.
evenings
l
fourth
Wednesday
mt- t. -econd an
little cold weather to be sure—nothing
of sen month.
storms, sleighing the best
s. f P.—Hamlin Lodge, No. 31, meets every bad, no
ever.
The common salutation is, "Been
Fr ay evening at Pythian Hall.
sn

'-.-ι

People

heavy

Mrs. Wirt Stanley
the day Friday.

was

in Lewiston for

M ins Addie L. Giles spent Saturday
and Sunday with Mrs. Walter Ë. Penley
at Green wood.

Dearborn, the

Bryant's Pond
for a few days.

saw man, has gone to
to work repairing saws

Mrs. C. P. Chase has gone to Ilion, N.
Y., to spend the winter with her son,
Nathan A. Chase.

a nice winter, hasn't it?"
north, young man.

Better stay

The annual meeting of the Paris Public
Library Association was held at the
library rooms Saturday evening, and the
following officers were chosen:
President—James S. Wright.
viee-PresliUsnt— J. H. Bean.

Secretary ami Treasurer—S. D. Bolster.
Executive Committee—James 8. Wright ex
o&cio,J. H. tte»D, Alton C. Wheeler, Nelson O.
Blder, Mrs. John Wight.
Mrs. Wight will continue to act as
librarian.

Mrs. C. W. Bowker and daughter
J. F. Plummer visited his mother at
M'iriel spent two days with relatives in Sweden one
day last week, and while
Ρ rtland last week.
there his mother literally handed him a
was
Clnb
lemon. This lemon grew on a tree in
The Married Ladies' Whist
ritertained last Thursday afternoon by Mrs. Plummer's kitchen, now about six
feet tall. It is a big one, too, weighing
Mrs. Dr. Littletield.
nineteen ounc»*. It is twice as large as
the
of
the
under
auspices
Λ sociable
the ordinary lemons of commerce, and
held
was
school
the
of
high
senior class
larger than any that are ever seen in the
in \ew Hall Friday evening.
markets. Others nearly as large have
Mr. ind Mrs. C. W. Clarke are moving I grown on the tree before.
.ie cement house on Pine Street
The Democrat's serial, "The Black
formerly occupied by the Fernalds.
Bag," will be completed in one more inwas at stallment next week.
Shortly after4e Deputy A. E. Morse
tnd N'orth Waterford last week ward will begin the publication of "The
V
officers in the granges at those Riverman," bv Stewart Edward White.
t
This, as its title may indicate, is a story
p. aces
of the work of the river driver in the
d Cheer will meet every WedThe name
lumber woods of Michigan.
p. m. until further notice,
:
of Stewart Edward White is sufficient
meeting will be with Mrs. J. guarantee that it will appeal to the
I). iUynes.
lover of nature and the strenuous life.
>«· a
w
special busioess meet- As a story it exceeds in human interest
c
ing
iviptist church at the vestry the most noted of Mr. White's previous
α
nei
'lay evening at 7:30, to con- works, "The Blazed Trail," while as
truly as that was the epic of the lumber
•i(i· -A ie call of a pastor.
woods, this is the epic of the river.
letters at South Paris nost ί
Little more need be said.
office Un. 14:
Mr. Clarence Bunker.
Meeting of Board of Trade.

the stream, to keep the water
moving, and the rest of the water which
comes into the reservoir from the supply
pipe was left to run from the waste pipe
at the top of the reservoir. A large
amount of water is now running over the
dams at both brooks from which the
supply is taken.
At 1 o'clock Wednesday, with the reservoir about half full, an informal test
of the pressure from the twelve-inch
main was made in Market Square, Two
streams were played in the street from
the hydrant in front of Billings Block.
At the same time two streams were put
on from the
hydrant of the Norway
Water Co. in the Square, and some photographs were taken. Although there
was no official measurement, the test was
satisfactory to all observers as showing
the greater force from the new system,
to say
nothing of its possibilities in
maintaining a considerable number of
streams.
The two streams certainly
rose to a height of at least twenty feet
above the roof of Oiid Fellows' Block.
Mr. Scru'on, the contractor who put
the system in, says that ten streams
may be taken from the twelve-inch
main without running the pressure below 60 pounds.
A gauge attached to
the
village
hydrant at that time, with the reservoir
partly full, showed a pressure of 00
pounds. At the Norway hydrant at the
same time a pressure of 84 pounds was
shown.
On Wednesday the trade between tho
committee of the village corporation and
the Norway Water Co, which has been
hangiug fire for some time, was consummated. For some time the difference between the parties had been so
small that it was apparent the trade
would be made. The village corporation pays the Norway Water Co. $30,000
for all the latter's property situated in
the town of Paris, and ceases to sell
water in this town.
The first price
named by tho company was $45,000,
which the village committee met with an
offer of ΐοΟ,ΟΟΟ, and further negotiations
have resulted as above stated.
As the Norway Water Co. has out an
issue of bond;·, secured by a mortgage
which must be discharged, a few days
are necessary in which to get the matter
in legal shape before the pressure can be
turned from the new mains into the
Conpipes of the Norway company.
nections with the Norway pipes were
put in at three places at the time the new
main was laid.
nearest

This water system is the outcome of a
desire which was manifested even before
the twenty years' contract with the Norway Water Company expired in 1906.
SA committee to investigate the light and
W.
Frost.
Ml,H \tlnnl··
A meeting of the board of trade, with water situation had been chosen by the
Melvln Herrlck.
a
Kv » \. Main)·.
good attendance, was held at the village corporation before that time, but
Mr, M M. .M do re.
assessors' office Wednesday evening. had never been ab'e to present any defis C.
Taylor.
President J. II. Bean brought before the nite plans. The agitation became more
Mi>ier ËuKone WaMOD.
VV A Went worth.
V
board, as one matter to be considered, a pronounced in the early part of 1Θ07,
doubtless partly due to the desire for a
P. O. Box W3.
suggestion for a little financial aid that
and partly to dissatisThe annual meeting of the Oxford that had been made to him by officials municipal system,
faction with the service then given by
County Fruit Growers' Association con- of the Western Maine Poultry Associa- the
Norway Water Company. The forvened in (irange Hall last Tuesday. j tion. Thin association, he said, had just
tunes and misfortunes of the latter comOw ne tn various causes there was rather had its first successful show here, and
in the course of a few months unsmall attendance, and it was decided was to have another here next year. pany
In- While the association had paid its cur- doubtedly helped the matter along.
to elect officer» at that session.
Early in the season of 1007 a comκ! adjournment was taken to Thurs- rent expenses, it had bad to go in debt
mittee was appointed at a special meetday, Jan. 27, when it is the purpose to in part for the coops which it had made
of the South Paris Village CorporaLave an all-day meeting with a dinner, for the show. A number of the young ing
for the special purpose of confer'itj■
it is hoped some speaker whose ad- men of the place had put in a larg- tion,
with the Trustees of Hebron Acadlr -s shall be valuable to the association. amount of work for the show, and thf y ring
would appreciate it if a little financial emy relative to the matter of taking waSome of the early matches such as
This pond, lying
ter from Hall's Pond.
aid should be extended them.
were referred to in last week's Democrat
There seemed to be a general dispo- in the south part of the town of Paris at
bv Svlvan Shurtleff are in the possession sition to aid the association, and after a high elevation, is the most obvious
of Mrs. Ann G. Morse. Tiiey are
water supply for South Paris
some discussion, a motion was made to source of
ti «t sticks with black tips, and are labelgive the association $75.00 from the village, but before that fact was praoterm
is
the
which
ed "Lucifer matches,"
funds in the treasury of the board. The tically realized by South Paria, a charter
applied to them for many years. These amount was liter amended to $50.00 and had been granted Hebron to take water
as
Morse
Mrs.
are kept by
antiquities this was voted
from it. There is no denying the fact
unanimously.
and the box in which they are contained
Alton C. Wheeler called attention to that South Paris people have felt that
is marked, "First matches brought into the fact that io the last edition of the they allowed this to slip through their
South Paris, 1832." Mrs. Morse's recoltelephone directory got out by the Maine fingers, bnt the ultimate outcome may be
lection is that the price was twenty-live
Telephone Co., South Paris did not ap- for the general good.
cents for a box of 100.
It was the feeling of many that there
pear in the index, or elsewhere in the
book except under the bead of the Nor- was plenty of water in Hall's Pond, not
The officers of Mt. Pleasant Rebekah
but for South Paris in
way exchange. This frequently make· only for Hebron,
Lodge were installed Friday evening by confusion
for those elsewhere who do addition, and this view of the matter
Amy
District Deputy President Mrs.
not understand the telephone situation was presented to the Hebron trustees at
Strickland, assisted by Mrs. Hannah
here. A committee of three was ap- their annual meeting. They promised
Wright as Grand Marshal, and a corps of
of Alton C. Wheeler, to consider the question and communia*-istants.
The officers are as follows: pointed, consisting
N. Dayton Bolster and Walter L. Gray, cate later. Their communication when
ν
G.—Mrs. Carrie A. Brlggs.
to confer with General Manager Abbott it did come was in the form of declining
G—Mrs. Eva Clifford.
of the Maiue Telephone Co., and en- in very courteous terms to give their
sec —Mrs. Alice Marston.
··■
Mrs. Sophia Clark.
s«c
deavor to have South Paris on the map consent.
"as.—Grace A. Thayer.
However, meanwhile, without waiting
iu the next directory.
at.—Mr». Fmlly West.
un.—Mrs. Jessie Ames.
The matter of the necessity for sewer for Hebron's reply, the South Paris com; 3 Ν G.— Mrs Sharlle Kimball.
extension was brought up by Walter L. mittee bad gone outside the strict purI S. S. U.—Mrs Hat tie Dean.
Gray, and after it had been discussed pose for which it was chosen, and had
Κ S. V.G.—Helen M. Porter.
l à. V G.—Mrs. Minnie Farrar.
for a while, a committee was appointed investigated the sources of water supply
("hap.—Mrs. Eva Merrill.
to bring before the people the necessity to be found in the valley of what is call(> G—Albert Ames.
of the situation, and secure action upon ed Stony Brook. On a tributary of that
1. U.—Mrs. Genie Kenlston.
it. This committee is N. Dayton Bol- brook, called Cooper Spring Brook, it
A number of the business men of | ster, Dr. J. G. Littlefield, Dr. D. M. located a place for a dam to furnish a
Κ urn ford were in town Wednesday, for Stewart, James S. Wright and Alton C. catch basin for the head of the system,
and made a tentative location of a pressthe first meeting of the creditors of Wheeler.
reservoir near Hooper's Ledge,
ure
h Idie Armburg of that town, who has
some more than a mile east of the viltilled a petition in bankruptcy. The
The Evangelistic Meetings.
lage. Later, another site for a dam was
hearing was before Walter L. Gray,
The meetings addressed by Kev. 'Γ. C. located on
Stony Brook, to use the water
referee in bankruptcy, at his office
of Alleghany, Pa., have been of the
larger stream if necessary.
Armburg is a Hebrew whose bankruptcy McKelvey
continued during the past week, every
In the fall of 1007 the village corporais lue to a logging operation carried on in
and every
tion voted to build the dam on Cooper
At the end of the afternojn except Monday
tlie winter of 1908 9.
at
the
Baptist
Saturday,
Spring Brook, and a piece of land was
operation he turned over his outfit toi evening except
afternoon there was
Lis mother, to apply, as he says, on old church. Saturday
purchased out of the farm of C. H. Colby,
and
Sunfor
service
a special
children,
before
and the dam was completed
debts to her for the loan of money.
for
a
was
there
afternoon
meeting
winter.
Armburg can neither read nor write, and day
was
church
at
which
the
filled,
li s itfairs are in a confused condition. women,
By this time the village was pretty
a large number coming from Norway.
well committed to the policy of a muniThe creditors allege that he is covering
at
a good
attendance
has
been
There
cipal water system, but no action was
up property. McCarthy is attorney for
all the meetings, and a number have
possible until after the session of the
Vrmbarg, aod Bisbee for the creditors. come from
some of them
for
Norway
There is no decision on the matter as yet.
legislature in 1900. A bill to establish a
There is a good interest, and a number
municipal water system for South Paris
Γ
(iood Cheer Society wid hold rose for prayers at the first service was introduced in the legislature, and
interest
The
ti
Good Cheer where this was requested.
annual
fair—The
favorably reported by the judiciary comee—March 9th and 10th in the Uni- is greater than has been manifested here mittee without a bearing, there being no
The following com- before for some time.
ve,--.alist church.
opposition to it after certain changes
The evangelistic services will continue were made at the instance of the Normittees have been appointed:
this
church
the
to be held at
Baptist
KRCBFTIOK.
way Water Company. This act gave the
and evening exMrs. J. A. Kennev, Mrs. W. L. Farrar, Mrs. I week, every afternoon
South Paris Village Corporation the
this
for
< !· iter G Miller, Mrs. Charlotte Howe, Mrt. Ε. I cept Saturday.
evening,
Subject
right to take the water of Stony Brook
i. Llbby, Mrs. Helen M Child.
"The Successful Courtship."
or any of its tributaries, and to take all
KMTKKTAlHMXNT.
will
Mr.
afternoon
McKelvey
Tuesday
necessary land, and provided that it
Mr. A. L. Holmes, Mrs. Herman E. Wilson.
speak to the W. C. T. U. at a mothers' should purchase the pipes of the Norway
ADVERTISING.
meeting.
Water Company in the town of Paris if
Mtss Mau l Douxla<<·, Mrs. Charles A. Young, |
The meeting next Sunday afternoon that
company desired to sell.
Mrs Charles H Thayer.
will be for men only, at 3 o'clock.
As soon as this act became a law, in
FANCY AMU MISCELLANEOUS.
The Successful Man. Members
Mr» Wilbur L Farrar, Mrs. James G. Llttle- Topic,
July, ninety days after the adjournment
invitafle I. Mrs. Herbert Hilton, Mrs. 3. Porter Stearns, of all orders are given a special
of the legislature, a meeting of the vilMr- Wirt Stanley, Mrs. Herman E. Wilson, tion to attend.
lage corporation was called, and this
Mr* Charles Dunham, Mrs. Charles Newell, Mrs.
frel seott, Mtss A M Getchell, Mrs. James L.
meeting was held on the 12th of July,
Sumner Hopkins Found Dead.
Foote, Miss Maud Carter.
when it was voted to establish a municiMYSTKKY.
pal water system, at a cost, as provided
IN
Mrs.'
1IANGING
F.
BT
SUICIPE
COMMITTED
King,
Mrs. A. L. Holme·, Mrs. Jin the act, not to exceed ten per cent of
Ro*le McArdle, Mrs. 1. E. Andrews, Mise Helen
the village valuation. Only two of the
THE BARN, AT ALBANY.
King, Mr* W. K. Kennev, Mr·. Achsa 3haw,
Mrs Kllz«beth Morton, Mrs. Kills Doble, Mr·.
large number present voted against the
Saille arlln, Mrs. Kendall Klpley, Mrs. J. A.
For certain informalities,
Sumner Hopkins, a little more than 80 proposition.
Keuiwy.
it was necessary at a later meeting to
A*T.
years of age, committed suicide by bang- amend the action aligbtly, but this was
Mrs. KlUabeth F. Edgerley. Mrs. A. D. Park, j ing Thursday night, at the home of his
the meeting when the business was
Mrs. Charlotte Howe. Mrs. Frank 3. Clark, Mrs- daughter, Mrs.
W. E. Herrick, with
really settled. As the action finally
George C. Ersklne, Mr·. J. P. Klchardson, Mr·. whom he lived, in Albany.
Κ Ν Hall, Mrs. W. N. Davis, Mrs. Sarah Clark,
stood, an issue of 4 per cent bonds to
Mr.
known
of
it
was
until
Mrs. Κ. N. Anderson, Mrs. Clara Cole.
Nothing
the amount of 168,000 was authorised to
the
went
to
the
barn
to
do
Herrick
CAHOY.
pay for the system.
Mrs. George Abbott, Miss Grac*Thayer, Mr» chores Friday morning, when be found
The same committee, with one excepA. J l'en ley, Mrs L 3. Billings, Mrs. Fred Hall. the body of Mr. Hopkins banging from
tion, which had been continued in exMIm Maud Douglass, Mr·. Ada Stevens, Mrs.
rafters.
the
of
one
Mrs.
• irace Piummer, Miss Grace A. Thayer,
istence for more than two years, was
Mr. Hopkins' wife died about a year chosen aa the construction committee for
Κ W. Fierce. Mrs. c. G. Curtis, Mrt. L. B.
it
sorrowed much,
Carter.
ago, and though he
the works.
FOOD AND LUNCH.
had not made him despondent He was
The committee which has bad charge
D.
Mr». Charte· Ε. Brett. Mr·. James
Hay m», in good health, and nothing had given
of
the construction, is composed of Geo.
Mrs. L. E. Monk. M1m Hattle BurnelL Mrs. |
bis
into
cause
suspect
R. Morton, A. B. Shurtleff, John J.
Everett Abbott. Mrs. Danle Presser, Mrs. Lillian the family any
A si»**,
Charles A. Young, Mr·. Nancy tention.
Emeley, John A. Scott, Charles W.
Session», Mr». Ailee Thayer, Mr». Ida Wyman,
He leaves two daughters, Mrs. Herrick, Bowker, W. B.
Toung and George A.
Mr». Leun Russell. Mr·. Klnora Swllt.
with
lived
who
Luella
Mrs.
and
Billings,
Briggs.
HANDKERCHIEFS.
Herrick.
Mrs.
During the season of 1908, full surreys
Mr· HaroM Gammon, Mrs. W. B. Yonng,
and plans for the supply system had
Mr· Isabel Mrooks, Mrs Herbert Fletcher, Mia
A.
Laura Burnell, Mrs. Walter 8'arbtrd, Mrs.
been prepared by an engineer employed
MAKING LIFE SAFER.
U Doble, Mrs Millie Fox, Mis· Hannah J.
and the oontraot for
Everywhere life is being made more by the oommittee,work
Powell. Mis» Hattle Dob:·, Mrs. Angle Tubbs.
was soon made.
Mrs. Lena Cox.
safe through the work of Dr. King's the construction
was
L. E. Soruton of
Araoxa.
New Life Pills in Constipation, Bilious- The contractor
Η
who began work
Mrs Charte· H. Thayer. Mrt. Everett Farrar, ness,
Dyspepsia, Indigestion, Liver Portsmouth, Ν. Mr. Scraton
Is an exMrs. Frank Buck. Mrs Augusta Bumpus, Mrs
Disease· and Bowel early in August.
Kidney
trouble·,
Helen M. Child, Mrs. Marv Cotton. Mrs. Ingalls
and pert engineer, of large experienoe in anoh
F. Evans, Mrs. James K. Keoney, Mr*. Georgia Disorders. They're easy, but sure,
have
ThayerTllw. A. K. Jackson, Mra Ε. I. Llbpy, perfectly build np the health. 85c aft F. work. It ia the opinion of all whothat
it
Mrs. W. B. Russell, Mrs. Etta Saunders, Mrt.
had to do with him In thia work,
A Co.1·.
Shurtleff
▲.
Teresa G rover.

small]

—

\

the

Cooper Spring Brook

dam to the res-

HATS

NORWAY.

thoroughly don·, «ad

certainly
j the layman
it.

greatly reduced prices to close out
the Pall and Winter Millinery.
Also a complete line of Ladies' and
at

Children's Winter Underwear and

Hosiery.

MISS

Millinery

SOUTH PARIS,

Fogg, Carrie Tucker,
Ralph Osgood, Majford Mann, Iva Buaaell anil

Albion Buck.
Music Com —Carl Harmon, Boland
and Bertha Harnden.
Decoration Com.—Will Morang, C.
and Chae. 8. Akera.
Com. on Badge»—Mrs. Etta Rldlon.

Boynton

Reception Com.—All lady clerks.
Loantha Turner York of Damariscotta
Mills is the guest of Mr. and Mrs. A. P.

Bassett.
The Toung People's Guild of tbe
Christ Episcopal church are holding
very interesting meetings every other
week. There is muob interest in the
same and great good is surely the result
of the gatherings.
Barry Everett was suffering with a
severe cold dnrlng the laat of the week.
Walter B. Pride baa purohased a
power machine and will saw stove wood
comes.
for all who have wood to "work up."
From the reservoir a twelve-inch main
At the annual meeting of the atockruns to Market Square, a distance of bolders of the
Norway National Bank
7627 feet, or practically 1.44 miles, going Tueeday, the following dlreotors were
a
direct
line
to
a
nearly
point just eleoted:
by
above the Park Street bridge, where it
Charles N. Tnbbs.
crosses the river, and thence up Park
Charles E. Holt
Howard D. Smith.
Street. A six-inch pipe was alao laid
Leander S. Billing».
from this through Porter Street to High
Fred W. Sanborn.
Street, 006 feet. Connections with the
Eugene E. Andrews.
Norway mains were made at two points Walter L. Gray.
The organization of the board of directon High Street and in Market Square.
In addition to the reservoire named the ors was as follows:
President—C. N. Tubbs.
village will also acquire the reservoir
Vice-President—c; E. Holt.
built in 1908 by the Norway Water ComCashier— H. D. Smith.
pany, near James Clark's, about a mile
Discount Com.—C. N. Tubbs, C. E. Holt and
southeasterly from the village. This L. S. Billings.
with
concrete
is
of
earth
reservoir
paved
Mrs. Dora Moran, while despondent,
blocks, and holds a million gallons. It attempted to take her life. She took
is a few feet lower than the village res- carbolic acid. While she is in a very
ervoir and can readily be filled from it, dangerous condition, the chances for her
»nd will be useful as a reserve if for recovery are about even. She bad rooms
nothing more. Altogether, as it now in Mrs. Frost's house on Maple Street.
Ktands, the system basa storage capic'ty
John Prince was called lo Gray Saturof considerably over two and perhaps day by the serious illness of his mother.
million
three
gallons.
Annie Gibson is the new bookkeeper
It is true that somo question the regu- at the grist mill, the McCrellis mill,
suffibrooks
of
the
lar flow
furnishing
operated by her father.
cient water throughout the year, and (
Earle Kelt, for many years an operative
this ban been the principal cause of what at the Norway shoe factory, has gone to
has
there
to
the
been; Baverhill, Mass.
system
opposition
but it Is certainly true that thore runs in |
Tbe election of officers of the Baraca
these brooks, in the course of the year, Class at tbe home of Walter Mayford
many times the amount of water which Mann took place on Tuesday evening
the village will use, and if tbe daily and resulted as follows:
flow, with what storage capacity the sysPres.—Harold Ivan Menil'.
tem now has, is not sufficient to carry us
VIce-Pres.—Shirley Milllken.
Sec. and Treas.—Francis Danforth.
through a sharp drought, more storage
Hu>·tiers Com.—The Clas«.
capacity can be secured by additional
Social Com.—Shirley Milllken, Bonelio Blckdams higher on either brook, at no enor- nell and Francis Danforth.
Teacher—George Leon c urtls.
mous expenee.
Mrs. S. A. Bennett, for many years a
The pipe, gates and Ht tinge were pur- j
chased directly by the committee, and , resident of Norway, fell recently at her
the entire work of construction was done Somerville, Mass., bome and broke her
by Mr. Scruton, under contract, except arm.
the Stony Brook dam, which was con-1
Judge W. F. Jones was in Skowhegan
structed independently. The reservoir. last week on buHiness. Tbe- municipal
court business during bin absence from
costs, when completed, $7,418.00
Mr. Scruton sub-let the job of deliver- borne was turned over to Judge Whiting the pipe from the railroad along the man.
Tbe Epwortb League held its regular I
pipe line to W. B. Young of South Paris.
The contract price for laying the pipe business meeting Wednesday evening
was, for earth work, 25 cents per foot for and elected officers as follows:
the six-inch pipe, 35 cents for the twelvePres.—Sadie Kelley.
let Vlce-Prea.—Mrs. O. A. Allen.
inch, and $4 25 per cnbio yard for rock
Mattle Flake.
2d Vice·Pre»
for
Bowker
was
W.
work. C.
inspector
8d Vlce-Prea.—Mrs. D. L. Joalln.
the committee throughout the job.
4th Vlce-Prea.—Clara Connor.
8e<\—Arthur Hart.
Except on the intervales and in tbe
Treaa.—Mrs. Ague* Bennett.
sandy ground in and near the village, the Organist—Ursula
McAllister.
Junior League Supt.—Mrs. Agnes Bennett.
digging was full of stones, small and
large. The amount of rook work was
Mrs. Guy Carter, for some time clerk
649 012 cubic yards, oosting 12758 30. for 8. Β. & Z. S.
Prince, bas gone to AuMr. Scruton has been paid under his con- burn.
I
is
held
oent
trac», $15,420 51, and ten per
Mrs. Paul H. Howe went to tbe C. M.
back for tbe completion of the contract, G.
Hospital at Lewieton for treatment
!
imthe
will
be
in
so that his full charge
tbe first of the week.
mediate vicinity of $17,000.00.
Preeland Howe, Jr., and wife bave reTbe amount of pipe used was just turned from a two weeks1 trip in Boston.
about 500 tone, the price being $24 40 j Tbe
express office in the old Grange
per ton, delivered at South Paris. Pipe building, owoed by Editor Sanborn, is
is now three or four dollars a ton higher. :
being repaired and enlarged for tbe use
Although not all the items of expense ! of the exprees company.
have beeu assembled as yet, the com-1
Tbe officers of Mount Hope Rebekab
mittee authorize the statement that the
No. 58,1. 0. 0. P., were installed
Lodge,
to
will
close
be
cost of tbe system
very
Friday evening by District Deputy
issue
of
the
raised
amount
the
bonds, President Amy Strickland of South
by
$68,000.
Paris. The officers were:
The water will be turned on as soon
N. G.—Maggie Z. Llbby.
as the transfer is complete, which it is
V. O.—Llnnle I. Bartlett.
three
two
or
within
will
be
8ec·—Eva M. Kimball.
expected
W. Llbby.
days, and the transfer will be made Treas.—Uertrude
War.—Addle F. Steven·.
as of Jan. 1st, that is, the income of tbe
Con.—Nora Bradbury.
A. Llbby.
R. S.N. G.—Ada A
B.
system goes to the village corporation
L. S. N. G .—Cora E. Perkins.
from that date.
R. S. V. G.—Hattle A. Sawyer.

PRICES

SOUTH

Wanted.

3

63.346.68

178

66.537.22

201

63,476.66
72,015.59

214

230

84.173.30

244

82,025.61

Place

Telephone

Co.

Company,

Railway MailJerks Wauled

Sale

For
Bargain.

a

Maine.

f=>ari·,

South

Clerk and Treasurer.

23

60.029.77
60.884.60

143
159

Trust

Paris

AT

a

MB. AND MBS. C. C. DEABBOBN*.

47(β1β.ββ
55.019.02

tie

DEC.1/09, 272 105,666.86

At the annual meeting Jan. 3d, 1910, It was
voted, That all persons two years or more In
ibort time, some woman for ber board, arrears for their annual due· be refused the
to stay with my wife aa company while I am use of the central office, and If not paid within
thirty days after being notified by tbe secretary,
away. A good warm, comfortable chance. Ap- then tbelr Une to be cut from the main Une.
C. W. ROWKER,
ply at once at bouse near fair gronnde.
For

42.021.sa

76

NOV.1,'09, 257

At

Citizens

US.

Deposits.

104

1. 09.
MAROH 1. '09.
APRIL 1. '09.
MAY 1. '09.

i

Ste.620.se

se

Ρ··.

OCT. 1. Ό9.

MAINE.

PARIS,

TO

Depot! ton.
oao. ι. Όβ,
JAN. 1. Όβ.

AUG. 1. *09.
SEPT. 1. "09.

Frothingham's,

W. O.

DOES

IT

JUNE 1. Ό9.
JULY 1. ΌΘ.

REASONABLE

AT

Ο

DOES THIS GRADUAL GROWTH
MEAN ANYTHING TO YOU

MAINE.

HARNESS, ROBES
AND BLANKETS,
TRUNKS and BAGS

Kimball

particular.

in every

Fancy Goods,

YOU WILL FIND Δ GOOD LINE OF

Refreshment Com.—A.

ervoir, is 13,715 foet, or approximately
2 β miles, while the branch coming from
the Stony Brook dam Into this is 1169
feet in length. There is a fall of about
forty feel from the Cooper Spring Brook
dam to the reservoir, and the engineers
figured a daily flow into the reservoir
through the six-inch supply pipe of
250,000 gallons. Measurements of the
actual flow, since the water was turned
on, agree with these figures.
The reservoir is of reinforced concrete,
circular in form, 80 feet in diameter inside, and 14 feet deep, of a capacity of
approximately 500,000 gallons. When
complete, it will have a cover of reenforced conorete, about one-third of
which has already been constructed, and
the rest will be done after warm weather

and

eafe and aucceaafni
By opening a Check Account with a strong, careful,
IntUtution, that is growing, active and np-to-date

WHEELER,

M.

S.

Start the New Year Right

Eight
One of the beet email places In Parle.
finished and four undnixhed rooms, plenty of
closet room, good cellar, city and well water,
hens,
good large gtrden spot, chance for 100 tree^.
several good bearing apple and pear
House 1» warm and p ensant and In good condition, stable for two hones, carriage room and
wood abed all under cover except ben house.
good neighClose to and between two
bors, good place to get work ana to s.-ml children
to school, electric car pusses. This place « lo»e
Will sell or trade for a
to the fair grounds.
good small farm.
MBS. L. Λ. DEARBORN,
South Paris, Me.
3tf

villages,

The Government pays Railway Mail
Clerks $800 to $1,200, and other
employees np to $2,500 annually.

Uncle 8am will hoi 1 uprlng examinations
th oughout the country for Railway Mall
Gierke, Custom House ( lerke, Stenographer»,
Bookkeepers, Departmental Clerks ami other
Government Positions. Thousands of appointments will be made.
Any man or woman
over 1H, in City or Country can gi t Instruction
in
bv
Informait
free
and
writing at oncc to the
Bureau of Instruction, .T26-U, llamlln Building,
Rochester. Ν. Y.

UNDERWEAR SALE

MUSLIN
Muslin

This

Under-

Sale

wear

Is Now

At

ι

In

Tempting

Progress,

Prices.

—

J

L. S. V. G.—Katherine Mann.
Chap Marraret A. Llbby.
I. G.—Grace Blckford.
O. G.—James H. Wiles.

John's Letter.

—

the matter, Mr. Editor, with
Progression as a belief—not along the
lower line from manhood to man, but on
the higher plane? We plead guilty to
being eucb a doubting Thomas that unless
we catch amonkey in tbe very act of shifting over from monkey to man, we will
not believe, even though we thrust our
hand into its side and find a mannish
sort of an appendix. There seems to be
as impassable a line of division between
the many departments of animal life as
there is between the dead mineral world
and the vegetable world. Once a fish
always a fish, once a fowl always a fowl,
What is

If any of the ladies are thinking of
getting anything in switohes, braids, turban frames, puffs, etc., for tbeir hair, I
furnish tbe same for them as reasonOne
as they can get in the city.
needs now, all tbe extra switches, coronet braids and pins they can get, to have
their hair dressed properly for sooial
functions. Consult Mrs. W. L. Merrill,
can

ably

8-4

Norway.

Do You Want a Year's Subscription ?
Do you want a year's subscription to
tbe Democrat, for yourself or some one
man
When you look around on the world of else, not now a subscriber? Read the
mankind as it appears to-day, are you advertisement of Hobbs' Variety Store,
and see
prepared to say that man is now a finish- on the fourth page of this paper,
ed product of the Almighty, prone as he bow you may bave a chance to get one.
is to evil as the sparks are to fly upward, Tbe person bringing in tbe largest number of copies of that advertisement to
created
the store before 8 p. m. next Friday will
"Nearer the mould than the rose,
Nearer the cloU than the flower"?
receives year's subscription, to be sent

monkey always
always a man.

once a

a

monkey,

once a

to some one not now « subscriber. Here's

As we do not limit the almightiness
of the Almighty, nor question His workmanship, yet we would dare believe that
man is not a finished product, but a
something whittled out without aim or
plan, if death ends all. The lowest type
of man on earth to-day will stand superior to the highest living type when be
has breathed one breath of celestial air,
and shall know as be is known, but the
highest type will still be higher, there as
here, for "One star differeth from another
star in glory."
The word has gone forth that every
sin shall receive its just recompense of
reward, and though hand be joined in
hand, tbe wicked shall not go unpunished. We always believed, and still believe
and ask no one's pardon for believing,
that the word came from Him who rules
the world and "Who judgetb in the
earth." Does tbe life-long breaker of
tbe laws divine receive his just assets as
he passes along—his daily drubbings for
his nightly debauches? It doesn't look
that way on the face of it. If not there
must be a "rod in piokle for the fool's
back" over there.
But we are not sitting in judgment,
and have not even been consulted. I
suspect that we shall have to stand up

and take

our

medicine sometime,

your

Died.

î

In Oxford, Jan. 8, George E. Hawkea, aged 69
year·.
In Bryant'a Pond, Jan. 11, Mary, daughter of
Thomas Green, aged 12 year·.
In Weat Sumner, Jan. 18, Mra. Nancy J,
wl low of Richmond TaUle, aged 76 yeara.
In Brookllne, Mas·., Jan. 4, Claudlua Augustus Noyea, formerly of Norway, aged about 90
year·.
In Norway, Jan. 2, the Infant daughter of Mr.
and Mra. Herbert H. Stevens.
In Bryant'a Pond, Jan. 8, Andrew Hill, aged
80 yeara.
In Albany, Jan. 11, Sumner Hopklna, aged 80
In

ι
points.
Drop a postal, stating your objective
point, to J. Quinlan, D. P. A , Montreal,

any G. T. B. Representative, and full
particulars of rates, routes, trains, etc
will be cheerfully sent yon by return.

1

Clcanns sod beautlfls· thi hall.
PromotM a luxuriant growth.
Inn valla to Barter* Gray
Hair to lta Youthful Color.
Cans scalp dissasts » haw falling.

50 cards,

J0a.andll.00t Dnights

Wanted.

Jan. 17,1910.

SELECTMEN Of PARIS.

SPECIAL SPECIAL PRICE #1.49.

GOWNS made of fine French

nainsook,

Oue lot CHEMISE STYLE, trimmed low neck and short sleeves, deep yoke
with lace Insertion, beading with ribbon of
fancy hamburg with draw ribbon and
and lace edge, SPECIAL PRICE 50c.
edge, full sleeve with fine hamburg edge,

OOWNS,

soft

material, handsomely

trimmed with four rows hamburg insertion and clusters of baby tucks, V neck

trimmed

with

PRICE 75c.

hamburg.

a

beauty. SPECIAL PRICE #1 98.

Several small lots of Underslightly soiled will be
sold at a great discount.

SPECIAL wear

Horse Blanket Sale!

LATEST STYLE.
CORRECT SIZE.
I am felling some great bargains in all styles and grades of Horse
Blankets for the street or stable. I can eave you money on a blanket if
FINEST QUALITY.
will let me show you my line. I handle the
25 cents. you
25 cards, sent postpaid,.·

PARKER'S

dollar.

lace trimmed eleevea.

PRICE 50c.

Maine.

Calling Cards.

HAIR BAL8AM

a

yoke,

Norway,

Portland, Jan. 14, Mra. Edward Allen,

Any one who baa a bill agalnat the Town of
Parla to preaent It at onoe to the Selectman In
their section of the town and we will let you
know the exact atandlng of the Town of Paria to

yoke of hamburg insertion, hemstitching

spoken of only a few styles just to give you an idea of the good values that await
attend this sale, send by mail or telephone us all orders
your inspection. If you cannot
receive prompt attention.

formerly of Rumford, aged 84 years.

the traveler, either for business or pleasure, and are the three points pre-eml·
nently associated with tbe Grand Trunk
route to the Paclflo coast.
One way and round trip tickets on sale
to Northern and Southern Pacifio Cosst !

Night

GOWNS, good material, V neck lace and clusters of tucks, finished with
trimmed, with two rows hamburg and featherstitched braid, long sleeves and
10 baby tucks on each side forming
high neck, with fine hamburg edge.

We have

Hogan,

yeara.

Lace trimmed SPECIAL PRICE 29c.

Covers, extra good value.

In Bethel, Jan. 1, by Rev. C. L. Banghart, Mr.
Wlllard F. Clough of Bethel and Mlaa Annie F.
Brown of Albany.
In Norway, Jan. 9, by Rev. John F.
Mr. Joaeph Emile Martlnrau and Mrs. Marie
Anna Onalow, both of Norway.

Pioturesque, Speedy and Convenient.
These are three points that appeal to

or

PRICE DSc.
SPECIAL PRICE 50c.
SKIRTS, with 14 inch flounce with
SHORT SKIRTS of fine cotton, 9-inch
fine
GOWNS, Long cloth, chemise style,
ONE LOT CORSET COVERS,
three rows lace insertion with pin tucks
flounce with 0 inch hamburg ruftl··,
around neck and sleeves with
trimmed
emFrench
trimmed
with
lace
cotton,
deep
with
edge.
SPECheaded by pin tucks, extra full.
between, finished
new linen torchon lace, short sleeves.
broidery, hamburg edge with beading IAL PRICE OSc.
SPECIAL PRICE 98c.
and ribbon, trimmed around armscye
SPECIAL PRICE08c.
Others with lace insertion with lace
SKIRTS, with deep lawn flounce, with to
correspond, very pretty. SPECIAL
GOWNS, extra quality cotton, fancy
three rows torchon lace insertion and
98c.
edge. SPECIAL PRICE
PRICE 50c.
hamburg
yoke finished with baby took·,
extra
lace
edge,
tuck·, lawn ruffle with
high neck aDd long sleeves, trimmed
CORSET COVERS of fine cotton,
Suits
25.
Combination
PRICE
$1
SPECIAL
value.
good
with tine hamburg edge.
SPECIAL
Long cloth, Nainsook, some trimmed
CORSET COVEK and SKIRT, one lot
SKtRTS, good cotton. 12 inch flounce with
98c.
lace and French embroid- trimmed around neck and
deep
with PRICE
armscye
ruffle,
hemstitched
hamburg
with deep
ONE LOT GOWNS, Long cloth, deep
ery with ribbon, some of deep ham- laco and ribbon. SPECIAL PRICE 50c.
beaded with clusters of pin tucks.
one piece, with draw ribbon, many
of lace insertion, beadiog. 1.'c—
burg,
yoke
French
49.
PRICE
$1
ONE LOT good material, pretty
SPECIAL
Our
French cut, 75c, 98c, |1 25, 11.49.
draw ribbon and lace edge, new lk!x,
SKIRTS, fine cotton, flounce 23-inch assortment of Corset Covers is woll embroidered, beading with draw ribbon, sleeves with ribbon,
very pretty atylee.
lace trimmed around neck and armscye.
deep with three rows fancy hamburg in- worth your time to look.them over.
SPECIAL PRICE #1.25.
PRICE
75c.
SPECIAL
hemstitched
tucks,
headed
by
sertions,
GOWNS, extra tine quality cotton,
finished with ten inch hamburg ruffle,
ONE LOT soft material trimmed with
of hemstitching, 1 4 inch
two rows lace insertion, three rows bead- pointed yoke
very full. SPECIAL PRICE #1.98.
and baby tucks, neck and sleeve· trimDrawers and Short
skirt
trimwith
lace
17-inch
ribbon,
edge,
ing
SKIRTS, extra good material,
med with fine hamburg, seams finished
med with fiuunce with lace edge. SPECflounce with a pretty 11-incb hamburg
Skirts
with featherstitched braid, extra long
a
98c.
IAL
PRICE
of
10
tucks,
a
cluster
baby
and
ruffle
and full. SPECIAL PRICE «1.25.
SPECIAL PRICE 91.98.
rare value.
ONE LOT, Long cloth, trimmed with
DRAWERS, good muslin, δ-inch ruffle
GOWNS, English Long cloth, chemiM
SKIRTS, flne material, handsomely with hemstitching and cluster of pin French embroidery, lace insertion, beadstyle,
yoke of wide fancy embroidery
ing with draw ribbon, finished with lace.
trimmed flounce of hamburg insertion, tucks. SPECIAL PRICE 25c.
with draw ribbon, short sleeves with
of
PRICE
$1.49.
ruffle
SPECIAL
flne
beaded by wide insertion,
DRAWERS, soft and fine material,
wide, full hamburg trimmed. SPECIAL
embroidery and tacks, very pretty. wide ruffle with lace insertion, tucks and
Many other desirable styles for $1.98 PRICE #1.49.
SPECIAL PRICE $2.98.
lace edge; some hamburg trimmed.
GOWNS, extra good material, deepSPECIAL PRICE 50c.
Gowns

lace,
DRAWERS, fine material, handsomely
ribbon finished around neck and armscye
Born.
SPECIAL trimmed with good wearing hamburg
with lace, great value.
and baby tucks, others trimmed with
PRICE 25c.
In West Parla, Jan. 8, to tbe wife of Albert B.
SPECIAL
Caah, a daughter, Gladys Stella.
trim- lace insertion and edge.
CORSET
COVERS,
LOT
ONE
In Weat Parla, Jan. o, to tbe wife of Anttl
98c.
PRICE
three
lace
a
rows
three
insertion,
Pltralnen, daughter.
med with
In Peru, Jan. Sj to the wife of M. H. Babb, a
SPECIAL
SHORT SKIRTS, 25 to 31 Inches, with
rows beading with ribbon.
daughter.
Lee
wife
of
Thuraton,
In L'ethel, Jan. 8, to the
hemstitched ruffle with tucks. SPECIAL
PRICE 26c.
a daughter.
Don't fail to see a lot of 29c Corset PRICE 25c.

some-

John.

GOWN'S, tine material, chemise style,
CORSET COVERS, soft âne material,
Skirts
SKIRTS, good material,
low round aeck with yoke of wide emrows
flounce
with 8 inch hamburg ruffle, beaded by handsomely trimmed with three
with
6-inch
SHORT SKIRTS,
new torchon lace, three rows beading
broidery with bow of ribbon, short
two clusters of pin tucks, dust ruffle.
with hamburg trimming, hemstitching
sleeves
of fancy hamburg.
SPECIAL
in
a
lace
with
ribbon, deep
back, beauty. and tucks. SPECIAL PRICE 50c.
SPECIAL PRICE 98c.
16 inch flounce

Corset Covers

Married.

Night Gowns

Drawers and Short

Corset Covers

Skirts

Don't «et All Boa Down,
Weak and miserable. If yon have kidney or
bladder trouble, headache, palna In the bark,
DRAWERS, wide and full, hamburg
feel tired all over and want a pleasant herb cur',
trim- insertion and hamburg edge, beaded by
handsomely
COVERS,
try Mother Gray'a AtlTRALIAH-L£lF.
CORSET
All Druggists,
As a regulator It haa no equal.
SPECwith lace.
Address, med front and back with wide torchon tucks; some trimmed
Ask to-day.
flOc.
Sample FREE.
S-β
75c.
The Mother Gray Co., Le Roy, N. T.
Imitation Cluny, beading with IAL PRICE

where—a medicine to cure and not to
kill. A medicine that kills is not a
medicine at all but a poison. As each!
individual case Is in the hand »f the
Qreat Physician, tbe medicine will bo
the best there is in the Health Department of Heaven. And It will be dealt
ont to suit eaoh individual need, not a
drop too little, not a drop too much.
That is only oar personal opinion. Take
It or leave it as you will.
"There is a balm in Gilead and a

Physician there."

opportunity.

The Muslin Underwear for this sale is new, fresh and clean, purchased especially for our
Annual January Sale. By the increasing value of cotton, you will be unable to duplicate these
garments. It is the greatest selling event of the year and presents a rare opportunity to
supply future as well as present needs. We invite you to a display and to assortments that
are the greatest in our history.

sent

Commercial
Calling Cards

F. Elias
lell

40

cents.

5-A and Several Other Makes

Printing at Reasonable Prices. I of Blankets. My line is

and

Keniston,

Order·

postpaid,

Wedding

Announcement·

Specialty.

■

Box 809

Β,

South Paris, Maine. |

Promptly Attended To.

the

largest and

my prices

are

the lowest.

James N. Favor, sassST"
91

Main St.,

Norway, Malna.

a

LIFE S GREATEST HAPPINESS The Land of
Puzzledom.
Is freedom from sickness and fullness of health. The
true "L. F." Atwood's Bitters have earned a great reputation through sixty years of cures.

Your father and grandfather used this trusty old
remedy and it kept them well. Use it yourself and give
it to the children. Gives quick relief for constipation.
All d««l«r* icll

Free!

"

L F."

35 cent·

Free!

-

No. 780.—Number Sentence.
100 50 1 0 was always 100 1 5 1 50,
but when angry grew 50 1 5 1 500. She
lived above the 1000 0 1 50 of the 1000
1 50 50 and liked to study the 100 1 500

bottle.

·

—a

Free!

-

Spanish

poem.

No. 781.—Riddle·.
1.
rear
I
my head above the mart
I stand above and am the part
Of objects sacred to the heart.
And yet, a failure quite complete.
Pretension Alls me and deceit.
And in the end I know defeat
I am as plain as very day can be,
And I exist to help all people see.
Yet 1 am often blinded, as you will agree.
I have my way with peasant and with
King.
I am dreaded more than any living tiling.
A thousand ills from me will quickly
spring.
—Youth's Companion.

No. 782.—Anagram.
"SOLITARY PEN!" What pen, I ask. Is

that?
The pen whose written sentences reveal
The WHOLE of him who guides It and
whose thought
He feels himself, then makes his readers feel.

No. 783.—A Kink Character.
1 am composed of a uickuame and
something to eat. I live in high places
and build ray house of thorny sticks,
it inside and lining it with

plastering

dried grass. My dress is usually bright
blue, with black aud white bars. My
voice is quite harsh, and I can talk but
little. I ara quite thievish, and if you
should shake rae up you might And: 1.
of the earth. 2. A
A

PERSON bringing the largest number
of this entire advertisement to Hobbs'
Variety Store, Norway, Saturday, March
5, 1910, at 3 P. M„ will receive a No. 8-20, King
Kineo Range, valued at $60.00, FREE. Ask
your friends to begin to save this advertisement for you.

THE

representation

4. A prefrolic. 3. A vacant place.
cious stone. 5. A favorite refreshment.
7. A servant. 8. A
G. A vegetable.
likeness. 9. A small fiend. 10. A period of time.
Who am I?

THE person bringing the largest number of this entire
advertisement to Hobbs' Variety Store. Norway, on or
beiore Friday. Jan. 21. 1910. at 3 P. M.. will be given a
YEAR'S SUBSCRIPTION to the OXFORD DEMOCRAT,
the paper to be sent to some person not already a subscriber.
These will also apply on the King Kineo Range.

No. 784.—Charade.

A wonder healer Is Doctor COMPLETE.
To ONE TWO their ailments, his patients
to treat.
He measures out lotions and potions In
doses
That ONE TWO diseases save chronic
neurosis.
There's phthisis, ophthalmia, bruises and

sprains.
Neuralgia, fevers and rheumatic pains.
For headache and toothache his WHOLE
-panaceaWorks magic itself till you learn of

the
fee a
Physician like him can collect at his option.
Since rules made for LAST are not his by
adoption.
Doctor COMA wonderful charger Is
PLETE.
Whose ONES and his fees
to beat.

are alike hard
The Argus for over a century has endeavored to tell the news of the day;
in a concise readable manner. Its friend-· throughout the northern New England
States are thousand* because of its fearless, aggressive methods io placing
No. 785.—Illustrated Central Acrostic.
It has the full Associated Press
before its readers Democratic principle*.
Each of the uiue objects showu in
service and covers the local field.
this illustration may be described
If you want a good up-to-date newspaper the Argus tills the bill.
by one word. Wheu the nine words
erms :
(of equal length) have been rightly

|

Τ

Daily Ar^iis in Cumberland County on all rural delivery routes outside of
the citv of Portland. J- 00 per year, stric'ly in advance.
Outside of Cumberland County in any part of the State, $1.00 per year,
in advance.
The Weekly Argus, INCLUDING 'ΓΙ1Ε SATURDAY EDITION of
Daily—One copy, one year, $1 ">0 in advance. Clubs of live, S-YOO in advance.

the

ANNUAL FALL

Sale !

GREAT VALUES.
I have

a

large

stock of Pianos that have been rented but

and written one below anothei
the middle letters will spell the name
of a man who signed the Declaration
of Independence.—St. Nicholas.

This
and shall close them out at very low prices for the next sixty days.
is the best opportunity to obtain a piano or organ that has ever been offerVisit my warerooms and see for yourselves the great values in
ed.

second hand instruments.

Easy

terms.

Send for

catalogs

and

prices.

W. J. WHEELER,

South Paris, Me.

Billings Block,

Koop

please:

When in want of

anything

mind:

m

in our lines give us a call.

WE CAN SAVE YOU MONEY.

Doors, Windows, Frames, Builders' Finish, Glass, Putty, Nails,
Builders' hardware. Sheathing Paper,
House Paints.
Sara Paints,
Root" Paints,

Wagon Paints,

Floor Paints,
Floor Dressing,
Floor Finish,

Linseed Oil,

Varnishes,

Turpentine,

Liquid Filler,

Brushes.

Our paints include Impervious, Heath & Milligan, and Sherwin-Williams.

Paroid Hoofing—The

best of all

try imitations.

roofings.

THE TIME TESTED KIND.

Don't

The kind that lasts.
Screen Doors and Window Screens—We make to order.
Regular sizes of doors in stock. Have your veranda screened in.
We sell wire screen

Wheelbarrows—We

have

a

cloth, spring hinges,

Ac.

few tirst class wheelbarrows.

Telephones and Electrical Supplies—We sell
best for automobiles and

Call and see them.

"Columbia Ignition Batteries1' the

telephones.

S. P. MAXIM & SON,
South

PArle.

MACHINES.
Send for Catalogue.

W. J. WHEELER & CO.
South Paris.

A LOW PRICE

our opinion frw whether an
qulcklv
Invention la probably patentable^ Communie».
tloMHlrictly conUa«ii(lal. HANDBOOK on Patent·
Oldeet
free.
lent
aaenry for securm* patent»
Pateut* taken thr.uiçb Muss ft Co. recalr*
tptcuU notiee, without charm, la the

Sckntiiic flm?rkan.

A handeomoly Illustrated weekly. ΐΛΤΚβΜ,&Τ.
eolation of any actentlBc JouruaL. Term·,
year: four mon the, ♦!. SolU by all newedealer·.

lifâffral9»
Pulp

Wood Wanted.

Delivered
any station on the
Grand Trunk between Berlin and
Portland. Also White Ash bolts.
J. M. DAY,
at

43tf

Bryant's Pond, Me.

Riddle.
What is odd about a horse's eating?
He eats best when be hasn't a bit iu

Puzzledom.
No. 772.—Iu versions : 1. Doom, mood.
2. Drab. bard. 3. War, raw. 4. Dew,
wed. 5. Pool, loop. C. Edile, elide. 7.

Key

to

Emir, rime. 8. Paus, snap.
No. 773.—Charade: Man-dole-ln; man·
doliu.
No. 774.—A Mythological Garland:
Rose or myrtle—Venus; olive—Miuerva; anemone—Adonis; narcissus—Narcissus; sunflower—Clytie; pine needle

leaves—Pan.
No. 775.—Novel Acrostic: Initials, Allhallowmas: third row. Thanksgiving.
Crosswords: 1. Angels. 2. Linger. 3.
Loiter. 4. Havana. 5. Abides. G. Legate. 7. Lessee. 8. Orkney. 9. Wander. 10. Meager. 11. Athens. 12. Set-

ter.
No. 770.—Missing Word Puzzle: The
word "tomato" wheu placed iu the
blank spaces makes the sentence read
as follows: "Take this tomato Into the
kitchen and give It to ma to cut up for

Make a note now to get Ely's Cream
Balm if you are troubled with nasal catarrh, bay fever or cold in the head. It
is purifying and soothing to the sensitive
membrane that lines the air passages. It
is made to overcome the disease, not to
fool the patient by a short, deceptive relief. There is no cocaine nor mercury in
it. 'Do not be talked into taking a substitute for Ely's Cream Balm. All druggists sell it. Price 50c. Mailed by Ely
Bros 50 Warren Street, New York.

Millions of Nickels.
This last

million
sand trips to

summer

seven

million

to

was three times
nation paid to Napoleon for
Louisiana, or six times what we paid
Russia for Alaska.
There are Coney Island peanut stands
the size of a broad top desk whioh rent
for $1500 a season. The men who sell
frankfurters pay enormous sums for the
right to stand where they do, and get
their money back in the nickels of twenty

what this

Wool
to close out

up stock.

Carpets;

odd patterns and clean

Corner Main and Danforth

NORWAY,

millions
On week days the attendance is large,

but on Sundays and holidays
paint where each visitor has room only
On the
be happy standing still.
Fourth of July 400,000 people crowded
into the little island, bathed, shot the
chutes, were photographed and ate "redhots." It was believed then that Coney
would not bold a single additional visitor, but August 15 a new 100,000 came,
making 600,000 in one day.
It is a wonderful business—this Coney
it rises to a

to

Chas. F. Ridlon,
-

Sts.,

MAINE.

Most women
few ever give a
:be unpleasant and oft occurring work.
in
Γ et this is one branch of homework

which modern

compounds and appliances

help greatly.
Preparing the dishes

washing

for

ihould be almost half the work, Scrape
the dishes carefully—a thin bladed or
but
palette knife is good for the purpose,
better
i rubber scraper does the work

and

dishes

greasy

silver.

Ammonia

^heroically does away with grease. Into
food has stuck or
α tensile in which
burned shake

a

quautiiy of scouring

then pour in warm water.
Pour the ammonia rinsing water into the
greasy pans and kettles.
a
Use two pans or wooden tube and
if rather
draining basket for the dishes;
of
«mail and deep they retain the beat
the water longer. In the first pan place
and
ι small quantity of soap powder,
when the
aver it pour very hot water;
cold
powder has dissolved reduce with In
water to a comfortable temperature.
the second pan pour hot water for rinsing. In the bottom of the draining
basket fold a soft oloth. Sprinkle a bit
is
af powdered borax in each pan; borax
renders
great cleanser and purifier, and as well.
the water pleasant to the touch
With a soft clean cloth or mop waeh
the dishes in order, rinse quickly in the
[lot water, and drain in the basket.
When ready to wash the cooking utenjils, which should be left soaking until
wire
washed, scrape briskly with a

powder and

The
Island—but a very risky one.
000.000,000 nickels depend npon the
weather. When the mercury drops,,.
profits fall to nothing.

■ones.
The subscribers hereby fire notice that they
«Te been duly appointed executor» of tbe laat
rtU and testament of
ADELBEBT DELANO, late of Canton,
tbe Conntr of Oxford, deceased, and given
onda aa the law directe. AU persona having
emanda against tbe eetate of said deceased are
eelred to present the same for settlement, and
11 Indebted thereto are requested to make pay·
lent Immediately.
ELLIS DELANO.
B.A.DELANO.
December 90tb, 1909.

SERVICES
CD re
! ΓΙ·
ΕΕ

AND MEDICINE
reliable physician of thirty
his seryears' experience offers
vices and medicine free. Woold
lo stay
eared
be
to
like
yon
cured? If so. write him your
you a
symptoms and he will senddo
you
course of medicine that will
so at
rood and the prescription,
of
more
want
you
any time should
it from
the treatment you can ret
will not cost,
medicine
the
and
the druggist
a month.
or twenty-five cents
you over twenty
should
This is an offer every afflicted person
have nothavail themselves of. You certainly from this
benefit
greatly
will
ing to lose and
J.WJkiTMrJU.,
unparalleled offer. Address.
Hsrtfc ksslH<<s.Vl
State Sanitarium,
on your letter.
St.
Main
100
14 Please put
A

through the
pair of wresto him and
tling ponies which belonged
▲ man lately traveled
United States showing a

which be himself bad trained.
to
The animals have been trained
and
wrestle with u large, strong mun
throw him and be thrown by him.
Those remarkable ponies use their
teeth tu their work, lifting the man by
his clothing. They have an odd way,
their
tou. of cutcbing the man between
air by
fore legs, lifting him Into the
reariug up with him, then dropping
are
lilin upon the ground. The ponies
arc
named Madison and Banner. They
different

their dispositions

In

as

)ut Flowers, Plants, Ferns,

W1D0UGUS

Snuqualmie Falls

$3.$3£°&$4.SH0ES

ο

PON IIS WRESTLING
iwt. ι κ us.

Madison Is full of fun and

the performance as
Somemuch as the audience does.
limes he lulroduces bits of horseplay
out of bis own head. Banner,

plainly enjoys

long.

Perfectly.

To cook oatmeal or any kind of cereal
it needs to be cooked
as thoroughly as
requiree more time than can usually be
given in our hurried breakfast getting,
and not all of us are blessed, as yet, with
a tireless cooker to do the work over
«

So the beet substitute ia to put the
cereal on the stove at supper time, let it
come to a good boil, then turn the fira
out and leave it in that same spot until
breakfast time without lifting the lid.
The heat already generated will finish
cooking the grains so that all that needs
to be done in the morning is to stir it
from the bottom, add a little water
possibly, and reheat for eerving.
Of course the vessel must be of crockery, enamel (in which there are no
breaks) or aluminum, for the food to be
left in it so long, and the lid must be as
tight as possible, to retain the steam
whioh does so much of the work. But
this method is a great time and gas
saver, and the cereal is much more digestible than when cooked by quick
boiling. It is the tireless cooker idea
applied to common utensils.

Merely

a

Difference

in

Counters.

When a woman wants to buy a plain
linen collar for herself, let her seek a
men's clothing store or department and
ask for boys1 collars of the proper eize.
Not only will she get a collar perfectly
cut and of the best material, but she will
pay from five to ten cents less for it than
when she purchases the same sort at a
woman's neckwear department. I have
tested this in "the largest stores south
of the Ohio River," and am convinced
that it will hold good elsewhere as well.
Try it and see.

of

Jobpromptly
:harge for team.
L·. AC. Ijongley,
Maine.
Norway,

sot be
51 tf

THE LARGEST MAKER AND RETAILER
OF MEN'S FINE SHOES IN THE WORLD

ίΛ

a

For Mending.
embroidery frame will be
help in many instances.

Cocoanut Squares,

S;£n'wo

hJhe»e

would make

'fV 'PruT.,

a

plank

world

Slow

TO

KILL, SAY8 A

SCIENTIST.

Few indeed are the men and womeu
of full age, say twenty-five, who have
not yet contracted the malady that will
kill them, according to that distinguished scientist and physician, Dr. Felix

months. To be sure, a man may be
killed or a child may die in a few
months at the age of one year. But,
ordinarily epeakiugf all deaths are very
slow, indeed, and about 05 per cent of
civilized adults are now etricken with
fatal diseases. They do not know it.
They may not suffer from tbem. In due
time they will bave their cases diagnosed
as cancer or

tuberculosis

or

diabetes,

or

Wonderful Transition.

When William Evarts retired from tho
bar to accept the position of Secretary
of State, a farewell dinner was given bim
in New York, with appointments in the
Ια the course of
most approved style.
it at one time a magnificent goose, suit-

placed before the guest
of honor. When speaking began, the
toast was proposed, ''The Sage of the
Bar." Mr. Evarts rose slowly and beably dished,

!

gooae!"
"Please, your

Satanlo Majesty," beglost soul who was fishing from the
banks of a boiling lake, "can't I try my
luok somewhere else? I've been fishing
from this blamed place for the last hundred years and haven't had a bite yet."
"That's the hell of it," explained hit
Satanic Majesty.

ged

bu

J

bis mate. He goes behind John, catchJohn's collar between bis powerful
teetb. throws his fore legs around

\OHlO^Ç%
new

job."

M

ARE YOU SATISFIED
WITH YOUR STOMACH?
Do yoa vaut

a

yoa (eel miserable?

ΜΙ-ΟΝΑ
Cures indigestion

It.reljevea itomach ditties· in five minâtes,
h turns old, unsatisfactory, rebellious itomschs
into new ones, ever ready to dig·* the beaiti·
erf meaL
W· guarantee Μί-ο-na tab*
lets to cur· stomach disease.
Money beck if they fail.

50 Cenb
F.

A.

a

Large Bos

SHURTLEFF

We Do all Kindt of....
JOB PRINTING.

&

rooms,

«Ï?11?··, »' «οτ

ffisssds·»1*·»Albert
AB*RWATHtY.
Vrû'f
ΤΛ* ^"Krtcan
MiUtr."

y

the

l

so ca

township,

called, whlcn lie· in said
of four hundred and ninety dollartwenty-live cents 1· assessed as follows :
so

sum

tell flour
William
mi jrom
President John W

>nea:.

off° ΡΤ°ηα11ΐΓ insPec<»

Burl·
Jeweler

sell-

the wheat

Ave.

Optioian.

.he /imS^
«omach-,2le digestion,

''ί"®ϊΛ<*

reiter,
tore appetite
and make liv;
-g seem worth

t

Mats, Mirrors

.>

TRUE'S
ELIXIRI
u._

/'WiiW WJ

not

Grade Portrait Work

High

J

in Crayon, Water color,
and Oil

Sepi?

Wanted.

eprSttoce ,ly
enerjjetlc,
u>-lDff·uSuuSf?*

and Hastings
180
Brothers, lots 1,2 A 3, R. 8,
E.
C.
Valentine, N. W. 1-4 lot 5,
1'
R 7,
Ralph W. Bean, lots 2 A 3, R. β, 200
30
Fred L. Edwards, lot 1, R. 7,
D. A. Farwell, N.W. Ml, R.6. 25
Frank Farwell Est., 8. W. 1-4 1,
25
R. 6.
Ada t. Farwell, 3. E. 141, R.6, 25
J, hn W. Bennett, N. W. 1-4 4,
β
R. 7,
Allison Brown, A. W. Stiles
200
lota,
100
Henry Stiles, homestead,
Mrs. C. L. Abbott, part lot 1,

§

I
ΚΟΛί1>

R.5,
Ell Peabody

Mouldings <$,,

&

a

specialty.

R. 4,
Mrs. C. F. Brown, part lot 1,
R. 4.
Fletcher I. Bean, part loti, R. 4,
W. C. Bennett, part meadow lot,
Roscoe F. Cross, lot 5, R. β,

Satisfaction Guaranteed.
clean

L. M. TUnS,

in/
'

A-Mre.. "DRV
GOODS,"
care Oxford
Democrat
South Parte, M«.

Norway National Bank
Norway, Maine.

You will thus be provided with a record of payments which will
be useful if disputes arise. In any event you have an indisputable
receipt for the money paid.

THIS BANK SOLICITS YOUR ACCOUNT
WHETHER IT IS LARGE OR SMALL.
Its officers always welcome an opportunity to talk over banking

matters, and to discuss the advantages offered by
size of the account is not material. We desire your business.
this Bank.

The

II. I».

d
M

SMITH, caahwr.

26,000.00

MAINE.

perpetual pleasure
No musician
perfect pianos.
will find

our

admires them; no
interested in the price.
We will give you
at the same time.

C.

Atwood & Forbes South Pari·. SOUTH

E.
PARI·.'

quality

TOLMAN

and

&

but

one

save

you

1.

8500
400
500

.!

200
50
50

1

«

50
50
100
150
400

.5

15

100

W

SO
10
5
100

50
50
50
200

I

>

I
I

S

<

8.3m
Λ
Ο
b

♦10 Γ-

M

S13

S 25
1 si
5 25
3"
1 05
105
1 05
1 44
99 45

9137 19
Augustus G. Llttlehale of Riley Plantatlo
Is appointed Agent to superintend the expend!
ture of «aid tax and Is required to give bond *>
And

copy—attest

) County Com

J

J Co.

of the
Oxford.

of

CHARLES F. τΤΠΙΤΜΑΝ, Clerk.
NOTICE.

The subscriber hereby gives notice that he has
been duly appointed administrator of the estate
M AMI Ε Ε. CASET, late of Dlxdeld,
In the County of Oxford, decease·!, and given
All persons having
bonds as the law directs.
demands against the estate of said deceased are
dealred to present the same for settlement, ami
all Indebted thereto are requested to nake payment Immediately.
December 21st, 1909. FRANK W. MORSE.

is

laat will and testament of
SARAH J. MARTIN, late of Oxford,
In the County of Oxford, deceased. All persons having demands against the estate of said
deoeased are desired to present the same for settlement, and all Indebted thereto are requested
to make payment Immediately.
December 21st, 1909. FRANK P. MARTIN.

NOTICE.
The subscriber hereby gives notice that be
been duly appointed exeeutor of the last
will fend testament of
money
SU8AN H. CLAFLIN, late of Paris,
and given
In the County of Oxford, deceased,
bonds as the law directs. AU persons having
are
deoeased
said
of
estate
demands against the
and
dealred to present the same for settlement,
make
to
payare
thereto
requested
all Indebted
mont immediately.
FRANK H. HILL.
MAIN·. è December list, iaoe.
has

COMPANY.

....

A

%

i

·>

NOTICE.
The subscriber hereby gives notice that he has
been
duly appointed executor of the

LOVERS OF MUSIC
from

2 .'··

V
S
>
Ζ
ο
Ο
Geo. W. Blanchard, Wm. Ma·
1000
R.
«3000
8
ft
1,
»,
son lots β. 7,
Same owners, balance of township draining Into the Androscoggin river north of Berlin
25*0
5000
Falls. Ν. H..
100
100
True Estes, 12 lot 9, R. 13,
Dcmcrltt A Hall, for Ingftlls
400
βίο
homestead,
Est. of Alonzo Ftfleld, homes'd, 800 1000
350
2()0
J. A. Twaddell,
1000
Stlllman N. Llttlehale, homes'd, 5»j0
50
75
Fre.l Gorman, W. 14 loti, R.8,
80
îOO
U. F. Llttlehale, homestead,
200
200
Wm. C Chapman, loti, R. 15,
200
200
Seth Walker, lot S. R. 9,
Hastings Brothers, lot 2, R. 15,
200
275
and 1-2 lot 9, R. 13,
International Paper Co., bal. of
township except public lots, 18945 1S945

A true

Undiv< Profits, 26.000.00

NORWAY.

υ
c

$60,000.00

Capital,
Surplus,

THE NORWAY NATIONAL BANK
OF^

500

i3

-d
Ê
h

C

Dean A. Ballabd,
w>llinuton H. Eastman,
Hknkv l>. Hammond,

|

Ν. ΤΓΒΒ8, President.
c. ». noLT, v-rre.id«nt.

3

the law directs.
And It is hereby ordered that said assessment
be published as the law requires.

Director· :
C. E. HOLT,
C. IV. TFBB*,
II. D. βΜΙΤΠ,
Ε. E. ANDREW·,
F. XV. SANBORN,
L. 8. BILLINGS,
Bouth Pari>,
WALTER L. «RAT, I

C.

600

ON

with'a resolution to pay all bills and settle all accounts
BY CHECK ON

of

>

» 600 · 3 «10

Riley Plantation for the purpose of rep*!.
Ing the road In said Plantation running op
to the place formerly occupied by Wm. Gorman
the sum of one hundred and flfty-seven dollar*
and nineteen cents Is asiesscd as follows :

Start the New Year
The

1

Am! Allison lirown of Fryeburg Acadr y
Grant I· appointed Agent to superintend t
expenditure of the same and Is required to gU
bond ae the law directe.

SOUTH PARIS

Nichols St.,

assessed as follows :

*
/«
0
Ο
Lefore«t Connor, lot 3. R. 7, A
175
Ε. 1-2 of 4, R. 7.
Allison Brown, W. 1-2of 4, R.7,
100
Α Ν. E. 1-4 of 5, R- 7,
M. A. 4 Ε. S. Stowell, 3. Ε. 1-2
of 5, R. 7, A 3. W. 1-5 of 5, R.
100
7, A 1-2 of 6, R- 7,
Est. A. 3. Bean, lots 1 A 2 In R.
A
lot*
6,
3,4,5
5, and parts of
R 5, 4 A 'J. R. 6, and 4, R. 8,
and Ν. E. 1-4 1, It- β, ami lot 7
In R. 7, and part of β in R. 7, 725
C. 8. Edwards Est., lota 8 A 9,

..

while

I h'Μ1
Ihâlilta

cents is

NORWAY, MAINE.

Bolster Co. and Pictures,

Better Not "Fool·· »m.

,ίβ MM·

Academy Grant, for the purpoi·.·

Fryeburg
of repairing the only County road therein,
ON
of thirty-eight Jollars and eighty-seven
the

Picture Frames

by

V. D.

direct·.

sum

Tbat'S the

William
Tell
For Sale

··

ON

LowBstPricesmOxfordOoiiiiy.

esi5=s
οπίΛΜ

196υθ 3>

«

eStablished William
L eU
Tell
?·*
standard
in
every respect

goesTmo-·

$7000 (1.

$4 il
hereby ordered that the tax aa>against the Union Water Power Co., (#12«Λt
expended on the Black Brook Road in said
ship, and Burt Dunn of Andover North Sui
la appointed Agent to expend the same an
required to give bond.
The tax a'scssed against Coe et ale, (|3t>).;
be ex|>ended on the Carry Road In Mid t
le
ship, and Albert .Jenne of Roxbury
pointed Agent, and le required to give boni
the law requires.
"C" Surplus, for the purpose of repalrli
so much of the County road leading fro
Andover to Upton as lies In said Surplus, the
sum of flfty dollars Is assessed as followcontain nlr.·
Upon the entlro tract, supposed to
thousand, three hundred acres, exclusive ot
by T. U. Coe of
public lots, and owned one-thlnl
Bangor, and two-thirds by David f'lngree, Ann
Maria Wheatland and Anna P. Peabody,
Burt Dunn,
the sum of flfty dollars; and
aforesaid, Is appointed Agent to expend the
law
same and is required to give bond aa the

»£?5r;

Sûr"
îtaïS-

>

ζ

It is

D. Park.

and Graduate

S

-A*)
Inge,
T. U. Coe, one third, David Pin·
Wheatland
Maria
Ann
gree,
and Anna P. Peabody. two·
thirds of remainder of said
township except public lots, 1&500

HILLS,

is
the finest
specially

5

Water Power Co, of
Lewleton, dam, lot anil build-

Union

*"

but

CO.

,(

"(.
town

Road",

same.

or

better one—one that wort

belchgas,or turniout,ot leelheavy «make

Letter "C" for the purpo-

Ν

and other goods
and second hand for

Where the Finest
I handle real estate, buying
ing,
flour is Made also surety bonds.
No. 2, Western
Auction

In a whisper, so that Itie others must
not know what has lieeu said.
The game ihen goes on again In the
same way umil all the children have
been caught and have chosen which
ι hey will be. "oranges"' or "lemons."
When ι his happens the two sides pre
Each child
pare for a tug of war.
clasps the one In front of him tightly,
and I he two leaders pull with all I heir
ηιΙμΙιΙ until one side has drawn lb·'
other across a line which has beei

your answer?
Are you satisfied with your condition,
or do yon want to rid yourself forever of
vile catarrh, with its humiliating symptôme, such aa hawking, spitting, blowing and bad breath?
Hyomei is a simple, antiseptic medicine, that yon breathe through a small
pocket inhaler over the parts affected.
It is made of Australian eucalyptus
mixed with other germ killing and membrane sootblng*antlseptics.
It only
Get a complete outfit to-day.
costs $1.00, and oonfaine everything
necessary to cure any ordinary case of
catarrh. Extra bottles, if needed, 50c.
Hyomei is the beet remedy in the
world for sore throat, coughs and colds,
It gives woodercroup and bronchitis.
For sale by
ful relief in two minutes.
drnggists everywhere and by F. A. Shurtleff it Co., who guarantee it.

Township
road,
Ο
repairing the Black Brook
and also the
lying In said
\ r

If you have anything you wish tc
sell or have sold at private sale bring
it in.

Αι the word "head" the bund arch
way descends aud clasps the player
passing ihroiigh at that moment. lie
Is then asked in a whisper. "Oranges
And If he chooses "or
or lemons':"

Hyomei.

fiany,

—

a

and I sell for

When will you pay me?
Say the bells of Old Bailey.
1 do not Know,
Say the bells of Bow.
Here comes a candle to light you to bed.
Here cumrt a chopper to chop o(T your
head!'"

About

from Andover to Upton, ami Burt Dunn of \
dover North Surplus Is appointed Agent to
pend the same, and is required to give bond
the law directs. And tbe balance of said t t
assessed against the International Paper (
amounting to $lu3.68 be expended up·
bo Black Brook road, and Burt Dunn, a''
said, is appointed agent to expend the s
and is required to give bond as the law dir ·.·

Cash paid for goods when bought

"OranKeu and lemons.
Say the bells or Si. Clement'·.
Vou owe me live farthings,
Bay the bells of St. Martin's.

A Bottle Costs Only 50 Cents—
A Complete Outfit Including
Inhaler $1.00.
When Hyomei is guaranteed to cure
catarrh or your money back, what is

·ι·.
*

sale.

the house.
Madisou often really drags John
lets the
away from Banner. Then be
Banner
man drop upon the stage.
trots off to one side, und Madison runs

ruu:

·>

20o

same,

hereby ordered that the tax asse
against Chas. Chase, Preston F. Austin, t
Lovejoy, Henry W. Dunn, Andrew A
C. A. Burgess, Mrs. Charles P. Bartletc
Henry Abbott, George E.Smith, and Ε. I. Br
together with 9312.56 of the taxes of the Int·
tlonal Paper Company, amounting in al
$433.16, be expended upon the road lea

riages

part

«

>

And It Is

lot of second hand
Furniture, Sleighs, Car-

I have

John's back and tries to drag the man
This
off and α way from his mate.
of the match always brings down

a

a

on

OF GOODS

INCLUDING

«

2

Henry W. Dunn, old 8. Larned
200
100
homestead,
2u0
700
Henry W. Dunn, homestead,
200
Andrew AbboU. lots No. 22423. 160
3·
96
19)
C. A. Burgess, lot No. 30,
Mrs. Charles P. Bart leu and
»
223
Henrv Abbott, lots No.31&32, ISO
2U0
160
George E. Smith, timber lot,
Ε I. Brown, John Small farm
II
300
375
and lot on Sawyer Brook,
International Paper Co., E.
12
900
Plummcr lots 43.44, 49 A 46, 400
International Paper Co., lots
40,41,42,47,48, and Marston
800
1000 30 0
lot,
International Paper Co., remainder of township except
9900 12375 371 :<
public lots,

SECOND HAND FURNITURF.

es

was

with

j

—

But bo inveterate are current
misconceptions of the nature of death
that the origin of the fatal malady—in
time—will be miscalculated by from ten
to thirty years.
drawn Let ween them.
In the case of human beings death,
caused
is
accident,
nearly
always
barring
Mind Over Matter.
by some specific malady. This malady
"Much may be done," said the acute
is as likely as not to be cured—what is
an authoritative voice
called cured. The cure, however, no 'ob.-ervcr, "by
If a man says to u dog. 'Come
matter how skillful the treatment or Now,
here!' with u note of absolute author!
bow slight the disease, has left a weakness behind it in some particular organ
tj\ In Ills voice the dog comes inimeof the body. One of the organs is, if not liately."
prematurely worn out, at least so worn
"Yes," said the traveler, "I've noticthat its resisting powers are greatly ed It. And it is
especially marked in
diminished. All of us in this way when sriental
peoples. Why. when 1 was In
we have reached a certain age possess an
Khalisandjharo 1 beard a man say.
organ that is much older than the rest of
In his
the physique. One day we shall die be-' with that authoritative note
Even if we live to tone, Ό king, live forever.' and imcause of this organ.
be very old, indeed, we shall not die of mediately the king lived forever."—
old age, but of weakness of the lungs or Carolyn Wells in Success Magazine.
of the kidneys or of the liver or of the
brain.—Current Literature.
what not.

mSS'.
S
STOCKS

PONT THROWS HIS MAN.

Regnault. Normally, as contemporary
investigators are beginning to find out,
it takes twenty years for a fatal malady
to kill a patient. It may take thirty ailles" lie Is told lo go behind the
years. The popular impression is that a player who lias agreed lo be "oranges"
man may die suddenly or that he may
and clasp him around the waist.
require only a year to die in or six
The players must he careful to speak

When using fondant for candies and a
little is left over, drop a round apon the
bottom of macaroons, sponge drops or
jther small cakes, press it out nearly to
"Anything romantio about thair wedthe edge and finish with half a oborry or ding?
"Not a thing. She oan cook, and he
meat.—Boston
ant
Cooking-School

Magasine.

THHMT «NB tlllia

Ο.
χ

S
Ο
L.

Ο

al

to

now

am

2
*

V
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Morton
Chas. Chase, R.
000 $lino $.>
homestead,
900
Preston P. Austin, homestead, 200
300
MO
H. A. Lovejoy, homestead,
Chas. Chase, standing timber

LUNG8

thk

I

Death.

DISEASE USUALLY TAKES A LONG TIME

ë
g
F

Dr. King's
Auction Rooms.
New Discovery prepared buy

ÏÏ

300 f0et Wide tWice around tl,e

7625

Elue,

KILLthi COUCH

[awd CURE

feet to the square mile. The stand on I
small areas is even more dense. One
cruised showed 300,000 to his mate in a pleased way.
Pacific
A
feet of standing timber.
county mill cut 500,000 feet from a little
Oranges and Lemon·.
A 40-acre tract in
acree·
i
Two (if the players Join hands, facUhallam County contains9,900,000 feet of
There are'8 500 000 ing each 01 her, having agreed privatestanding timber.
ly which Is to be "oranges" and which
180,000 feet of hemlock. The quarter "lemons." The rest of the party form
section of which this tract is a part con- a long line, standing one behind the
tains 19,000,000 feet of fir, 2,790,000 of oilier and
holding each other's dress
spruce and 700,000 of hemlock
The first two mise their
or coat.
square miles of tim- !
as to form an arch, and the
ber standing in
Washington. This hands so
road three inches ί rest run through it. singing as tbev

Irecently

so. Paris.

sorts of
FOB Cw ,ν^οα
«
WD
«U
[

as

gan; "What a wonderful transition! An
hour ago you beheld a goose stuffed with
sage; you now behold a sage stuffed

Bake any white or yellow oake mixture in layers that when baked shall be
three-eigLths of an inch thick; cut in
squares and trim off the orisp uneven
outer elges; cover with boiled frosting,
sprinkle thickly with coooanut and finish
with a cherry in the center or leave plain
white.

Catalog. \V. UUoukIo*. UrucktOD,
■TOR SALE BY-

J. F. Plummer,

I. W. ELLINGWOOD.

WITH

Traffic was blocked by
the monster log, which measured eight
There was no saw for
feet ,o diameter
miles big enough to cut the timber and

offic'af measureacLcor<iiDg'°
♦"Λtimbered
m!L the
area runs 20,000,000
ment,

6200

said Surplus, and also so much of the
Brook road, so called, as lies within sal ;
tbe sum of live hundred and thirty-Mx
.re and eighty-four cent· 1· assessed as to.

improved.

Whereas, H< nry J. Scalfe of Ronton, In the
County of Suffolk and Commonwealth of Maes
irhusetts, and who now resile* In said Boston,
lid by bis mortgage deed dated May 2nd, A D.
1905. and recorded in tbe Registry of Deeds of
the Western District of Oxford County, Milne,
Rrok 98, Psge 257, convey to me, the undersigned,
a certain lot or parcel of land,—together with tbe
building» thereon, ami the furniture and furbuilding*,—situated In the north
nishings In said
westerly part of Porter, In the County of Oxford
and State of Mslne, bounded :—Northerly by
land of John Colby Week·; easterly by land
late of Jesse Sargent, now of Walter Sargent;
southerly bv land formerly of Ell Rounds and
now of 6. Burleigh Rounds; and wmterly bv
tbe now county road, so callrd, which leads pari
(be bouse late of Mary Llbby, wife of Joseph
Llbbv of Brownfli Id; and «hercm tbe condition
In said mortgage Is broken;—
Now, therefore, I hereby give public notice of
my claim by said mortgage on said real estate
and that the condition In said mortgage Is broken,
bv reason whereof I claim a foreclosure, and
give this notice for that purpose.
SERENO E. D.CURR'ER,
No. 2, Ceilar Street,
Roxbury District, Uoston, Mass.
2-4
January 5th, 1910.

Order

Pacific railroad.

A

fonnd a
Under
wear if pnt over the frame will be easier
to mend.
The three-oornered tear in a
skirt will be more easily repaired, if the
frame is used. Be sure to press the
mended place well on the wrong side of
the goods.
▲n
great

write for Mail
Mass.

L°

the railroad company could not wait
the fivo days reqnlred to saw out a section from the log, dynamite was placed
in deeply bored holes and the huge log
, blown
into splinters. It was easier and
cheaper to repair ten rods of roadbed
than to saw through soven feet of solid
nr wood.
The density of the timber of Washington is unequaled in the world. In Chel-

Henry W. Dunn, part of home100 9 lis «
stead,
Co.,

The International Paper
balance of township,

Notice of Foreclosure.

"SUPERIOR TO OTHER MAKE8."
"I have worn W. L. Douglas shoes for tl
past sin years, and always find they are ffc
superior to all other high grade shoes in style
comfort and durability." W. Q. JONES.
119 Howard Ave.. Utlca, Ν. Y.
If I could take you into my large factories at Brockton, Mass., and ahow you

watches the show without Interfering.
Hut let the man begin with Banner
and seem about to bring the horse
down, and Madison steps right up
and takes u hand In the game, helping

in girth by three inches the
largest in the famous redwood forest of
California. This cedar measures 104 feet
4 inches in circumference, and it is over
,be fir8t limb' which is believed to be five feet in diameter
On the west slope of the Cascade
mountains a giant red flr was recently
blown across the tracks of the Northern

Egg Nests.
slice of bread for each person
to be served, then beat the white of one
(The
egg, for each slice, very stiff.
whites may be beaten separately or all
together and then divided.) Pile this on
top of the toast, make a little depression
iu the center of each, in which to drop a
bit of butter and the uubeaten yolk of an
egg, Place the slices in the oven until
the egg is sufficiently cooked.
an
This is not merely
appetizing
breakfast dish, but delicious to the taste
What a Dollar Dog Can Do.
and exceedingly healthful. If the bread
is toasted beforehand, the rest is easily
A man in a near by city bought for his
done while the guests eat their fruit. It wife and ohild a year ago a dog, for
should be served hot from the oven.
which he paid a dollar. It was obviously
nothing wonderful in the canine way,—
Soft Ginger Cakes.
merely a mongrel, with the bulldog
One cup of lard aud butter, one cup of strain predominant. The owner was a
one
of
one
molasses (Orleans),
sugar,
cup
man in humble circumstances, and the
tablespoonful of soda, one cup of boiling dog in his modest dwelling was tho
of
scant
five
two
cups
water, salt,
eggs,
principal asset aside from a few sticks of
fiour, two tablespoons of cinnamon and furniture. The other night Tom was
two of ginger. This batter can be kept tied to a leg of the kitchen sink, as
for a fortnight and baked in the gem usual, and the family went to bed. They
pans at the shortest notice, even after were awakened by the dog at midnight
the company are on the porch.
scratching at his master's door. When
his matiter came out to see what was the
A Memory Shelf.
matter tho dog, with a remnant of chewcloakPut up a memory shelf In the
ed rope hanging from his collar, whined
to
a
minute
takes
but
closet. It
place and ran to the head of the stairway. Tho
there the things that need attention, house was on fire, and shortly after
when you're going out, such as borrowed woroan and child, and man and dog
books, list of things you want to pur- mado their escape, their poor dwelling
chase, etc.
Tho
was a mass of glowing embera.
owner of the dog has beeu urged to part
Poison Bottles.
cash
for
a
with him
consideration;
large
To mark bottles containing poison and but, though he is penniless, he will not
prevent accidents, buy some tiny bells, part with the four footed savior of his
and every timo a bottle of poison comes
family. Neither has the dog at any timu
into the house tie a bell to the neck. had
thoughts of loaving tbem for luxuEven in the dirk the bell will give its rious kennels.—New Turk Times.
To^st

other of them. While the man Is engaged with Madison In a bout In
which the horse Is thrown Banner
merely stands off to oue side and

ceeding

Washing.
be hung out

night.

Montesano is

few

ON

ON

a

Very

FLORIST.

>

them are hollow.
There is a cedar tree in Shohomish
county owned by the Weyerhaueser
Timber Company, which is declared to
be the largest tree on the continent, ex-

in
Linen should
freezing weather, as the stiffened threads
crack with the movement by the wind
If there
or in removing from the line.
is no attic or other room where they can
be dried in a current of air without freezing, have a line suspended near the ceiling of the kitchen and hang them there.
A convenience for cold weather, where
the clothes must be hung out of doors,
consists of a reel with removable lines.
The lines are taken into the house,
fastened upon convenient hooks, and the
clothes pinned on; they are then carried
out in a basket and booked in place on
tbe reel. The lines must be very short,
however, as a line full of wet clothes is
by no means an easy thing to carry or
bandle, and it requires more than an
ordinary woman's strength to stretch it
in place, if it is more than a few feet
never

24 feet in diameter.

dition of aald roads and estimating the amount
needed to put the same In repair so as to be safe

Hebron, Maine, Dec. 10, 1Θ09.
i,:
This certifies that Samuel Richards
And Henry W. Dunn of Andover Nom
fitted me with glasses about two months plus Is appointed Agent to superintend
pendlture of the same according to law nu
igo, and I bad my eyes examined by required to give bond as tbe law directs.
Dr. Holt of the Eye and Ear Infirmary
Andover North Surplus, for the puri
md several other Doctors there, and
County way
repairing so much of the
could
tbe
that
all
glasses
from
Andover Corner to Upton as lie»
agreed
lng
they

another cedar 14 feet, 4 inches in diameter. On the Johns River there are
ten
groves of cedar trees that vary from

through."

Cold Weather

At

rpHE

HE County
County Commissioners for the County
of Oxford, In tbe month of September, A. I).
m
9, M provided by law, mule actual Inspection
of the County roads duly located and
open for
travel lying In unincorporated township* and
tracta of land hereinafter mentioned In said
County, for the purpose of ascertaining the con-

Plumbing

entirely
venturesome drivers.
on the other hand. Is of u serious naA monster cedar, measuring 66 foet 3
tcraper or wire "dishcloth" and pour
how carefully W. L Douglas shoes are
ture. bent on doing his whole duty,
the
of
will
jut the water; they
rarely require inches around above the bulge
made, you would realize why they hold
his
but
washed
duty.
nid
be
March
last
but
nothing
may
root, was blown down during
my more scraping,
their shape, fit better, wear longer, and
is easily as the china.
The different dispositions of the po- are of
If, however, any near South Bend. The cedar was 11 feet
greater value than any other make.
while
the
on
the
above
remains
feet
behavior
their
inside, sprinkle in diameter, 75
ground. nies Is shown In
roughness
CAUTIOX-Stc that W. I.. DoiikIm ntme and prie·
ι little of theecouring powder on a damp At South Bend a groat cedar is standing the man Is wrestling with one or the Is (tamped on the boltom. Take Λ'ο
If yotir dr.ilcr rannnt fit yon wltli W.I_r>onirlft*ihoet,
18 feet in diameter.

:

County CommlMioaers, December w.
•ton, A. D. 1909, held at Paris, within And for
the uld County of Oxford, on the last Tuesday
of December, A. D. 1909, being the '28th <1
ay of
•aid month.

restimonial from Eminent Oculists.

year ago a
giant tree was blown across a deep
former
canyon. The huge trunk of the
monarch of the forest forms a foot bridge
ten feet wide. The log has been leveled
and teams are often driven across it by

ilnth and rub lightly. If the bottom of
the dishes have become discolored or
imoked with the cooking, scour at once
with scouring soap or powder, and it
will not be difficult to remove.
This method, even with the "fussing"
19 one woman expresses it, is much better and quicker than the old tedious way
jf "beginning at them and going straight

··

Lot

B0Y5SH0E5-=-

close to 91000. The corporation owning
the land furnishing this tree has hundreds of such firs, many of them too big
to be bandied by the equipment now
by Washington saw mills.
Near

P. CROCKETT,

2.

the
flr.
the
of
the
stump
The measurement of
nine
tree inside the bark was exactly
feet. The trunk was straight and for
the
over 100 feet not a limb appeared,
total length of the tree being over 300
feet. The iumber of this tree was worth

possessed

•TATS or KADI.

OXFORD,
Court of

and convenient for public travel; and It appearing on said Inspection that said roads were not
in good repair and not safe and convenient for
AT THE GREENHOUSE.
purpose· of public travel and that a tax should
be assessed on said lands for tbe repair of uld
SOUTH
PARIS,
PORTER ST..
roads therein ; they do therefore on the 24th day
of December, A. D. 1909, adjudge and order that
the following sums be assessed and the same arc
hereby assessed upon tbe following lands In un.
«
Incorporated townships and tract· of land her
lnafter mentioned, for the purpose of repairing
the roads passing through them during the n*r
A new
1910, to wit:
Andover West Surplus, for the purpose f
The best of
Goods.
)f
repairing that part of the County road lea
>ak woodwork for closets. No old lng from Andover Corner to Upton which Met
in said Surplus the sum of seventy-seven dolhroods. Call and see this line.
and fifty cent· le assessed as follow· :
to.
No
attended
bing

at
largest one seven feet in diameter
smallest end were made from the

people made twenty thouConey Island. They spent warning.
there 140,000,000, mostly in nickels and
eight

dimes, and the total sum

TRAOC MARKS

Designs
Copyrights Ac.
Anton· «ending a «ketch and deeertptlon may
txtntin
-----

No. 787.—Prefixion.
(Prefix one letter for each change.)
Come where the ladles are TWO their
pink ONE.
They THREE and they drink and seem
having great fun.
Through FOUR and through cold grew
the FIVE that must grow
Ere sandwich or biscuit or cake they can
know.

Ayr, Dee. Doon. Tny.
No. 779.-Riddle: Eye.

SEWING

Patents

—

salad."
No. 777.—Central Acrostic: Rowena.
1. Sh-O-ne. 2. Sh-E-ll. 3. To-W-er. 4.
Cr-A-te. 5. Pn-R-ry. t>. Fa-N-ic.
No. 778.—Missing Rivers: Tweed,

STANDARD

60 YEARS'
EXPERIENCE

No. 786.—Beheadings.
Find the word for the tirst blank, behead it to get the word for the second
blauk and behead again for the third.
Be sure to make an early
If you would make a toothsome —,
For cooking Is no trivial

bis mouth.

WE SELL

Dishwashing.
dislike dishwashing, yet
thought to simplifying

To Cook Cereals

guessed

one season

Art In

If the clothes roust be carried out and
a line outside, keep on hand
several pairs of white canvas gloves that
can be bought for a few cents, and, each
time a basketful is carried out, protect
the hands with a dry pair of gloves.
Place the clothes pins in tbe oven until
they are quite hot just before using and
they will save the fingers many tedious
aches.
Tbe placing of a couple of handfuls
of salt iu he bluing water will keep the
clothes from freezing before they can be
pinned in place.

PORTLAND. ME.

Clearance

le solicited. Address: Editor HOHJULUune*
Column, Oxford Democrat, South Parla, Me.

hung upon

EASTERN ARGUS PUBLISHING CO.,
99 EXCHANGE STREET.

Jornspondenoe on topic· ol Intereel to the ladle

»nd quicker, while some prefer soft pabail. Rinse out
per crumpled into a
jishes and glasses that have contained
milk with cold water. In a small deep
water and add a
pan pour a little hot
all
tpoonful of ammonia; in this rinse

1L

P OD til Hi MI

"Π*· Big Trees of Washington.
The recent hewing of a yellow flr log
at Buckley, Wash., measuring 00 inches
has aroused consquare and 98 feet long
siderable comment, bat the annala of the
lumber industry of Washington contain
When
even more remarkable incidents!
President Tail was in the Panama Canal
to several
zone hi· attention was called
and
huge spud stioks in the big dredges,
he asked where it was possible to obtain
The identical timbers
such timbers.
were shipped from Bellingham, Wash.,
last summer. Each measured 36 inches
by 40 inches and was over 90 feet long.
The recent challenge of Portland, Ore
the
for the biggest timber· sawed in
world has been answered from maoy
mills
parts of Washington. Portland
sawed two sticks for Panama 36 inches
inches long.
square and 60 feet and 10
with
Bellingham, Wash., came forward
stick for a
a claim for a sawed spud
dredge measuring 40 inches square
and 92 feet long and laid further claim
to furnishing lumber 125 feet long.
Near £lma, Wash., the remarkable
from
feat of erecting a 14-room bouse
rethe lumber of a single yellow fir was
nearcently accomplished. There were
the logs of
ly 38,000 feet of lumber in
the
the tree. Six logs 28 feet long,

HOMEMAKEBS COLUMN.

A True Story
About Ponies.

ι

